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Not-for-Profit Organizations 
Industry Developments— 2000
Economic and Industry Developments
What are the industry and economic conditions facing not-for-profit 
organizations in the current year?
The positive growth in the U.S economy of recent years has con­
tinued through 1999 and the first quarter of 2000, fueled by in­
creased productivity and consumer spending. In February 2000, 
the current period of economic expansion became the longest in 
history at one hundred and seven months. Inflation remained low, 
at approximately 2.5 percent, while the U.S. jobless rate remained 
below 5 percent. The much-anticipated Year 2000 (Y2K) Issue, 
with its potential for negative economic implications, has so far 
passed without any major impact, although the potential for prob­
lems remains. For example, the effect of the Y2K Issue on year-end 
processing that has not been completed has yet to be determined.
Both the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) and the National As­
sociation of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation (NASDAQ) 
composite ended 1999 at record highs, nearly 11,500 for the 
DJIA and over 4,000 for the NASDAQ. By March 2000, the 
NASDAQ reached a new milestone, closing over 5,000 for the 
first time. The equities markets, however, have continued to dis­
play periods of volatility throughout 1999 and the first quarter of 
2000. Both the DJIA and NASDAQ experienced declines from 
their record highs of the end of 1999. These fluctuations can have 
an impact on the giving patterns of contributors to not-for-profit 
organizations. Also, some not-for-profit organizations have 
begun to increase the percentage of their investments in equity 
securities versus debt securities and are therefore more vulnerable 
to the impact of market fluctuations. See a related discussion ti­
tled “Securities Valuation” in the “Audit Issues and Develop­
ments” section of this Audit Risk Alert.
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Despite the positive economic news, not all sectors of the econ­
omy have been equal benefactors of the current prosperity. Simi­
larly, although some not-for-profit organizations have benefited 
significantly during the current period of economic expansion 
and the current bull market, others have not been as fortunate. 
During the past year, the growth in foundation assets as well as 
foundation giving has been particularly strong, and has included 
certain large dollar, high profile donations.
Competition among not-for-profit organizations continues to be 
intense, as the number of not-for-profit organizations, already 
over one million in number, continues to grow each year. One 
not-for-profit organization, for example, may have a significant 
increase in contributions as it benefits from a well-executed 
media campaign, while negatively affecting other organizations. 
Also, not-for-profit organizations face increased competition 
from for-profit businesses. For example, governments that previ­
ously focused on not-for-profit organizations as the recipients of 
social services contracts now outsource a greater part of their 
social service functions to for-profit businesses in areas such as 
welfare-to-work programs, foster care programs, juvenile correc­
tions, and special education.
In response to competitive pressures, some not-for-profit organi­
zations have sought greater efficiencies by implementing cost­
cutting measures, such as reorganizing established structures by 
combining departments or elim inating functions, while at the 
same time continuing to need skilled personnel capable of imple­
menting and maintaining technological improvements and pos­
sessing a knowledge of the regulatory, tax, and unique accounting 
considerations for this industry. Maintaining an appropriate seg­
regation of duties also needs to be considered. Auditors should 
consider the impact of such changes on the not-for-profit organi­
zation’s internal control. Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) 
No. 55, C onsideration o f  In terna l C ontrol in  a  F inan cia l S tatem ent 
A udit (AICPA, P rofessiona l S tandards, vol. 1, AU sec. 319) out­
lines the auditor’s responsibilities with regard to considering a 
client’s internal control in planning and performing an audit.
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During the past year, more not-for-profit organizations have 
begun to use the Internet in a number of ways, such as to deliver 
educational materials and other program services, solicit contribu­
tions, including volunteer time, communicate with donors and 
other not-for-profit organizations, sell products, and disseminate 
information, including financial information, about the organiza­
tion. Currently, the overall percentage of contributions received by 
not-for-profit organizations online is small, as compared with 
total contributions, and generally is used to supplement tradi­
tional fund-raising methods. Nevertheless, the impact of the In­
ternet on not-for-profit organizations is growing as it has for the 
for-profit sector. For example, philanthropic portals have been de­
veloped on the Internet for matching volunteers with charitable 
organizations. Web sites have been set up to enable the public to 
view Form 990 filings by exempt organizations, subjecting this in­
formation to even greater public scrutiny. See the related discus­
sions titled “The Internet” in the “Regulatory and Legislative 
Issues and Developments” section of this Audit Risk Alert, and 
“Auditing in an Online Environment” in the “Audit and Attesta­
tion Issues and Developments” section of this Audit Risk Alert.
The financial affairs of not-for-profit organizations continue to 
be subject to the scrutiny of the media and various “watch dog” 
groups. Adverse publicity, including adverse publicity resulting 
from alleged fraudulent financial reporting, can have harmful 
consequences for a not-for-profit organization, as potential 
donors looking to place donations seek organizations they believe 
are trustworthy. So, although any entity can experience the im­
pact of the adverse publicity resulting from alleged fraudulent fi­
nancial reporting, the effect on a not-for-profit organization can 
be particularly severe. Auditors should be alert to the impact of 
negative developments on an organization’s ability to continue as 
a going concern. SAS No. 59, The A uditors C onsideration o f  an  
E ntity’s A bility to C on tinu e as a G oing C oncern  (AICPA, P rofes­
sion a l Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 341), provides guidance for eval­
uating whether there is substantial doubt about a client’s ability 
to continue as a going concern for a period not to exceed one year 
from the date of the financial statements being audited. Also, 
SAS No. 82, C on sid era tion  o f  F raud  in  a F in a n cia l S ta tem en t
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A udit (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 316), pro­
vides guidance to auditors in fulfilling the responsibility to assess 
the risk of material misstatement due to fraud. See the related dis­
cussion titled “COSO Study on Fraud in Financial Reporting” in 
the “Audit and Attestation Issues and Developments” section of 
this Audit Risk Alert.
Executive Summary— Economic and Industry Developments
• The growth in the U.S. economy in recent years continued in 1999 
and the first quarter of 2000. In February 2000, the current period 
of economic expansion became the longest in history at one hun­
dred and seven months.
• Some not-for-profit organizations have begun to increase the percent­
age of their investments in equity securities versus debt securities and 
are therefore more vulnerable to the impact of market fluctuations.
• During the past year, more not-for-profit organizations have begun 
to use the Internet in a number of ways, such as to deliver educa­
tional materials and other program services, solicit contributions, in­
cluding volunteer time, communicate with donors and other 
not-for-profit organizations, sell products, and disseminate informa­
tion, including financial information, about the organization.
• The financial affairs of not-for-profit organizations continue to be 
subject to the scrutiny of the media and various “watch dog” groups. 
Adverse publicity, including adverse publicity resulting from alleged 
fraudulent financial reporting, can have harmful consequences for a 
not-for-profit organization, as potential donors looking to place do­
nations seek organizations they believe are trustworthy.
Regulatory and Legislative Developments
Auditors of not-for-profit organizations may need to monitor 
changes in government regulations for various reasons. For example, 
they may be required to comply with government auditing stan­
dards, as specified in the G overnm ent A uditing Standards (also re­
ferred to as the Yellow Book).1 In addition, auditors may be required
1. Although governm en t auditing standards primarily apply to federal financial assis­
tance, some states have adopted government auditing standards.
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to perform a “single audit” and comply with applicable rules. A sin­
gle audit is an audit of an en tity's fed era l financial assistance, as re­
quired by the Single Audit Act Amendments of 1996 (the Act), and 
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-133, Audits 
o f  States, Local Governments, a n d  N on-Profit Organizations (Circular 
A-133).2 Not-for-profit organizations may also be affected by other 
federal, state, and local laws, such as laws regulating the registration 
of not-for-profit organizations and tax laws.
Single Audit Guidance Update
What updates to single audit guidance should auditors be aware of?
2000 Compliance Supplement Issued
The OMB Circular A -133 C om plian ce S upp lem en t (the Supple­
ment) is based on the requirements of the Act and OMB Circular 
A -133, which provide for the issuance of a compliance supple­
ment to assist auditors in planning and performing the required 
audits. The Supplement identifies existing compliance require­
ments that the federal government expects to be considered as part 
of an audit in accordance with the Act and OMB Circular A-133.
Keeping its commitment to update the Supplement on a regular 
basis and to continue to expand the number of programs it includes, 
the OMB issued a 2000 Supplement in April 2000. For the 141 fed­
eral programs in the 2000 Supplement, information is included to 
help auditors understand the programs’ objectives, procedures, and 
compliance requirements. Part 7 of the Supplement, “Programs Not 
Included in This Supplement,” provides guidance to help auditors 
determine compliance requirements relevant to the audit, audit ob­
jectives, and suggested audit procedures for programs not included in 
the Supplement. The 2000 Supplement adds twenty-three addi­
tional federal programs (some of which result in new or add to exist­
ing program clusters) and updates and revises the information on 
numerous previously included programs. The 2000 Supplement is 
effective for audits of fiscal years beginning after June 30, 1999.
2. Instead o f a single audit, under certain circumstances, program-specific audits may 
be conducted.
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The 2000 Supplement includes Appendix V that lists changes 
from the 1999 Supplement. Among the more significant changes, 
the 2000 Supplement—
• Revises references in Part 3, “Compliance Requirements,” 
to clarify that all institutions of higher education and hos­
pitals (including those that are governmental) follow 
OMB Circular A -110, U niform  A dm in istra tiv e R equ ire­
m ents f o r  Grants a n d  A greem ents w ith  Institu tions o f  H igher 
Education, Hospitals, a n d  O ther N on-Profit Organizations.
• Substantially revises the program requirements for Catalog 
of Federal Domestic Assistance (CFDA) programs 84.002, 
“Adult Education-State Grant Program,” 84.048, “Voca­
tional Education— Basic Grants to States,” 93.538, “Tem­
porary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF),” and 
93.569, “Community Services Block Grant,” for program 
changes resulting from newly effective laws and regulations.
• Adds to Appendix VI an advisory on the impact of Y2K on 
audits of federal awards under Circular A -133.
Help Desk—A printed copy of the 2000 Supplement can be 
purchased from the Government Printing Office at telephone 
(202) 512-1800 (Stock No.041-001-00544-7) A free elec­
tronic copy can be obtained on the OMB Web site at http:// 
www.whitehouse.gov/OMB/grants.
Opinion Modifications for Year 2000 Disclosures and 
Low-Risk Auditees
OMB Circular A -133 permits entities to qualify as low-risk audi­
tees and be eligible for reduced audit coverage if  certain condi­
tions are met. One condition is that the auditor's opinion on the 
entity’s financial statements for each of the preceding two years is 
unqualified, unless the federal cognizant or oversight agency for 
audit provides a waiver to that criterion.
However, a qualified or adverse opinion relating solely to a gov­
ernment’s Y2K note disclosure (as previously required by Govern­
mental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) Technical Bulletin 
(TB) 98-1, D isclosures A bout Year 2000 Issues, as am ended ), does
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not preclude the government from qualifying as a low-risk audi­
tee. The OMB issued an advisory to federal departments and 
agencies to that effect on August 30, 1999, titled “Impact of Y2K 
on Audits of Federal Awards Under OMB Circular A -133.” 
There is no need for the government to request or obtain a waiver 
to qualify for this exception.
Help Desk—The GAO advisory about Y2K is on its Web site 
at http://www.whitehouse.gov/OMB/grants, in the section on 
Current Policy Documents of Interest, and in Appendix VI of 
the 2000 Supplement.
Data Collection Form
The submission of a data collection form is a key part of com­
pleting a single audit. This form helps the federal government ac­
cumulate information on the thousands of single audits that are 
performed. The Federal Audit Clearinghouse (FAC) is the entity 
responsible for receiving data collection forms and report submis­
sions. The FAC also is responsible for maintaining a database of 
the information from the forms. The database can be accessed on 
the FAC Web site at http://harvester.census.gov/sac.
In January 2000, the FAC introduced a process to permit online 
submissions of the data collection form on its Web site. Auditors 
and auditees can complete portions of the form directly on that 
Web site, and benefit from online edits on the entered data before 
submitting the form. In fact, the Web site does not permit the 
form to be submitted online if  there are unresolved edit failures. 
Although the form is submitted electronically through this 
process, it still needs to be printed, signed and dated by the audi­
tee and auditor, and mailed to the FAC with the appropriate 
number of audit reporting packages.3
3. The online form only accepts a maximum o f forty programs or contracts to be listed 
in Part III, Items 6 and 7, also known as page 3 o f the form. If a data collection form  
is being submitted in hardcopy form (that is, not using the electronic submission 
process), the FAC permits those forms to be submitted using a M icrosoft Excel 
spreadsheet attachment for data on page 3 (Part III, Items 6 and 7). For the file lay­
out specifications for that Excel spreadsheet, contact FAC at fac@census.gov.
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The data collection form summarizes the information contained 
in the reporting package, including the auditor's reports and the 
auditee's schedule of expenditures of federal awards. OMB Circu­
lar A -133 requires the auditee to complete and certify sections of 
the form that state whether the audit was completed in accordance 
with OMB Circular A -133. Further, information is required to be 
provided about the auditee, its federal programs, and the results of 
the audit. The auditor is also required to complete and certify cer­
tain sections of the form, including information on the results of 
the financial statement audit and the audit of the federal pro­
grams. It is important for both the auditor and the auditee to care­
fully follow the detailed instructions that accompany the form.
Help Desk—The data collection form and related instruc­
tions are available from the FAC in both Microsoft Word 
and W ordPerfect word processing formats at http:// 
harvester.census.gov/sac. Creating your own electronic ver­
sion of the form is not permitted. The form and instructions 
can also be obtained from the OMB’s Web site at 
http://www. whitehouse.gov/OMB/grants. A printed copy 
can be obtained from the FAC at (888) 222-9907. The form 
number is SF-SAC. Further, auditors can complete and sub­
mit the data collection form on the Internet at the FAC Web 
site, as discussed in this section of this Audit Risk Alert.
Because of numerous errors in the preparation of the data collec­
tion forms when they were first introduced, the FAC issued re­
vised instructions for the form in November 1998. (No changes 
were made to the form itself.) Because of the changes in the in­
structions, education, and growing familiarity with the form, the 
percentage of forms rejected for errors dropped from ninety-five 
percent when the form was first used to forty percent in 1999. 
The FAC expects that rejection rate to drop even further as use of 
the online form, which is described above, increases. The reduced 
rejection rate also has permitted the FAC to more quickly post 
the information from the data collection forms into its database. 
In January 2000, the FAC had posted the information from ap­
proximately 30,000 data collection forms into the database, an 
increase of about 35,000 from the number that had been posted 
in January 1999.
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Following are some common submission errors that occurred in 
1999:
• Subm ission  o f  P h oto cop ies. Some organizations have been 
submitting photocopies of their completed forms, rather than 
the form with original auditee and auditor signatures. Only 
the originally signed form can be submitted to the FAC.
• D atin g  S igna tu res (Part I, I tem s 6 g  a n d  7g, o f  th e  Form ). 
Auditees and auditors should date (month, day, and year) 
their signatures on Part I of the form. Some forms have 
been rejected because the signatures were not dated
• C ognizant o r  O versigh t A gency f o r  A udit (Part I, Item  9, o f  
th e Form). Only recipients expending more than $25 m il­
lion a year in federal awards are assigned a cognizant 
agency for audit. Because of the size of that threshold, 
most auditees instead have an oversight agency for audit. 
OMB Circular A-133 sections .400(a) and .400(b) provide 
guidance on determining the auditees cognizant or over­
sight agency for audit, which most often is the federal 
awarding agency that provides the predominant amount of 
direct funding. Cognizant assignments are established 
every five years.
For purposes of the data collection form, the cognizant or 
oversight agency for audit always is a federal agency. A 
nonfederal, pass-through entity never should be identified 
as a cognizant or oversight agency for audit. Some auditees 
have marked “State” in Part I, Item 9, trying to indicate 
that a state agency is their cognizant or oversight agency 
for audit, but, instead, inadvertently select the U.S. De­
partment of State. Because most of Part I of the form is 
completed by the auditee, auditors may wish to remind the 
auditee of the proper information to include as the cog­
nizant or oversight agency for audit.
• F edera l A gencies R equ ired  to R eceive th e R eportin g Package 
(Part III, Item  5, o f  th e Form). Only federal agencies whose 
direct awards are affected by current- or prior-year audit 
findings should be identified as needing to receive a copy of
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the reporting package (described in section .320(d) of 
OMB Circular A-133). If no federal agency is required to 
receive a copy of the reporting package, the auditor should 
mark “None.” Auditees must send the FAC one reporting 
package for each federal agency identified in Part III, Item 
5, plus one archival copy for the FAC.4 For example, con­
sider an auditee that has four federal awards that were re­
ceived directly from four federal agencies. Further, assume 
that the current-year single audit resulted in audit findings 
on one of the four federal awards and that the summary 
schedule of prior audit findings included the status of a 
prior-year finding related to a second federal award that had 
no current-year audit findings. In this example, the auditee 
would be required to submit three reporting packages to 
the FAC— one for the FAC to retain as an archival copy, 
one for the federal agency that provided the direct federal 
award that had current-year findings associated with it, and 
one for the federal agency that provided the direct federal 
award where the summary schedule of prior audit findings 
reported the status of a prior-year finding.
A common error has been for auditors to mark all federal 
agencies that provided funding, regardless of whether there 
were audit findings from awards provided directly by the 
federal agency. Another common error has been to mark 
“State” because the auditee is obligated to submit copies of 
the reporting package to a state pass-through entity. 
“State” should be marked only if  there are audit findings 
relating to U.S. Department of State programs. As a result 
of those errors, reports were sent to the FAC that were not 
needed, causing an unnecessary paper flow from the audi­
tee to the FAC and certain federal agencies.
• F edera l P rogram s (Part III, Item s 6  a n d  7  o f  th e Form). In 
Items 6 and 7 of Part III of the form, some auditors are list­
ing multiple CFDA numbers on a single line. Sometimes,
4. Note that OMB Circular A -133 , section .320(e), provides guidance on when a sub­
recipient needs to submit the reporting package or other information to the pass­
through entity.
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the auditors are grouping program clusters, and sometimes 
they are grouping all programs received from a single fed­
eral agency. Each line item in this section should have a 
unique CFDA number (or other identifying number). 
(Consult the revised instructions for the form for guidance 
on handling non-CFDA numbers.)
The data collection form is an OMB form, and every three years 
the OMB reviews its forms to determine whether they should be 
(1) renewed with their current content, (2) not renewed, or (3) 
renewed with content change. The data collection form is subject 
to this review process in 2000, and it is likely that auditors and 
their auditees will see a revised data collection form, along with 
revised instructions, later this year. Any changes will be posted on 
the FAC and OMB Web sites.
AICPA Single Audit Information
Various pieces of single audit information can be viewed or 
downloaded from the AICPA Web site at http://www.aicpa.org/ 
belt/a133main.htm. That site has the illustrative auditor’s reports 
from appendix D of SOP 98-3, Audits o f  States, L oca l G overn ­
ments, a n d  N ot-for-P rofit O rganizations R eceiv in g F edera l Awards, 
updated for the issuance of G overn m en t A u d itin g  S tandards: 
A m endm ent No. 2, A uditor C om m unica tion . (See the related dis­
cussions titled “Revisions to G overnm en t A uditing Standards” in 
this section of this Audit Risk Alert and “Revised Yellow Book 
Reports” in the “Audit and Attestation Issues and Developments” 
section of this Audit Risk Alert.) The electronic versions of the il­
lustrative schedules of expenditures of federal awards and sched­
ule of findings and questioned costs from appendixes C and E of 
SOP 98-3 as well as unofficial frequently asked questions and an­
swers regarding OMB Circular A -133 also can be obtained.
Update on President's Council on Integrity and Efficiency 
Audit Review Guides and Informal Results of Recent Reviews 
Performed by Inspectors General
It has been several years since the major overhaul to single audit 
rules. To obtain more information about audit quality under those
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revised rules, many federal Inspectors General (IGs) are increasing 
their scrutiny of completed OMB Circular A -133 audits. To assist 
the IGs in carrying out this objective, the Presidents Council on 
Integrity and Efficiency (PCIE) issued updated editions of its two 
checklists— the U niform  Guide f o r  In itia l R eview  o fA -133 A udit 
Reports (Initial Review Guide) and the U niform  Q uality C ontrol 
R eview  Guide f o r  A-133 Audits (QCR Guide)— in late 1999.
The Initial Review Guide is used by federal agencies when per­
forming desk reviews of OMB Circular A -133 audit reports. The 
objectives of the initial reviews are to: (1) ensure that audit re­
ports meet applicable reporting requirements; (2) identify any 
follow-up audit work needed; (3) identify audits for potential 
QCRs; and (4) identify issues that may require management at­
tention. The QCR Guide is used by federal agencies as a tool to 
ensure that the OMB Circular A -133 audits are conducted in ac­
cordance with applicable standards and meet single audit require­
ments. Before completing OMB Circular A -133 audits, consider 
reviewing the updated guides to gain an understanding of what 
the IGs will be looking for in their reviews. Taking this step will 
help ensure that engagements meet the criteria identified.
Help Desk—Copies of the PCIE’s Initial Review and QCR
Guides are available on the Internet at http://www.ignet.gov/
ignet/single/pcie.html.
Although the IGs have not issued any formal reports on what they 
are finding in their reviews, IGs have spoken about areas that they 
believe need improvement. A brief discussion of those items fol­
lows. Auditors should review those items to help ensure that simi­
lar problems are avoided in OMB Circular A -133 audits.
R isk -B ased A ud it A pproach . In some instances, auditors are not 
adequately documenting the risk assessment process for type B pro­
grams. Often the working papers contain the conclusions about 
the risk of a program but do not document the basis for the con­
clusions. For example, the working papers might state that a pro­
gram is low risk because the program is not complex; however, the 
working papers do not indicate how that conclusion is supported.
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Help Desk—To assist auditors, the AICPA Practice Aid, Audit­
ing Recipients o f  Federal Awards: Practical Guidance fo r  Applying 
OMB Circular A-133, Audits of States, Local Governments, 
and Non-Profit Organizations (Product No. 008730kk), in­
cludes a checklist and worksheets for type A and type B pro­
gram risk assessments.
Also, some auditors are not making type B program risk assess­
ments on an individual program basis but, rather, are making the 
assessments on a global basis. Doing that is not consistent with 
the OMB Circular A-133 requirements to assess program risk on 
an individual program basis.
Last, in several cases, auditors based their type A and B program de­
terminations on budgeted or appropriated expenditure amounts 
instead of actual expenditures as required by OMB Circular A-133.
I n te r n a l C ontrol. OMB Circular A-133 requires the auditor to 
plan the testing of internal control over compliance for major 
programs to support a low assessed level of control risk for the 
assertions relevant to the compliance requirements for each 
major program. In some cases, the IGs are finding that the basis 
for the audit procedures that are performed and how they relate 
to a low assessed level of control risk is not documented in the 
working papers.
Situations have also been noted in which it appears that internal 
control testing is performed on internal control over financial re­
porting, but not internal control over compliance for federal pro­
grams. OMB C ircular A-133 requires testing of the internal 
control over compliance for federal programs (unless the auditor 
finds it is likely to be ineffective in preventing or detecting non- 
compliance, in which case the auditor would report a reportable 
condition, assess the related control risk at the maximum, and 
consider whether additional compliance tests are required be­
cause of ineffective internal control).
C om p lia n ce S upp lem en t. Parts 3 and 4 of the Supplement de­
scribe various audit objectives for auditors to consider in carry­
ing out their OMB Circular A-133 audits. The IGs are noting 
instances in which the tests performed by the auditor do not
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appear to be related to the applicable audit objectives identi­
fied in the Supplement.
Also, the IGs are finding that some auditors are failing to use cer­
tain applicable parts of the Supplement. As a refresher, consider 
reviewing Parts 1, 2, and 3 of the Supplement, which describe 
how it should be used.
A udit Sam plin g. In general, the IGs are noting an overall lack of 
documentation with regard to sampling in the following areas:
• Plan and methodology
• Basis for sample size
• Rationale for item selection
• Analysis of exceptions
• Conclusions
Also, in reviewing working papers, sometimes the IGs are finding 
that they do not indicate which tests are tests of internal control 
versus tests of compliance. This is especially noticeable when au­
ditors use dual-purpose testing.
SAS No. 41, Working Papers (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 
1, AU Sec. 339), provides guidance on documentation of audit 
procedures. Auditors may want to consider referring to the 
AICPA’s Auditing Practice Release (APR), A udit Sam pling  (Prod­
uct No. 021061kk), which provides guidance to help auditors 
apply audit sampling in accordance with SAS No. 39, A udit Sam ­
p l in g  (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU Sec. 350). While 
neither SAS No. 39 nor the APR include specific documentation 
requirements, the APR does include examples of items to con­
sider documenting in tests of controls and substantive tests. (See 
SOP 98-3, paragraphs 3.18 through 3.22, for a discussion of the 
internal control documentation requirements and working paper 
standards from G overnm en t A uditing Standards.
R ep o r t in g  A ud it F in d in gs . OMB C ircular A -133 is very spe­
cific about what needs to be reported as an audit finding. The 
audit finding requirements are described in paragraph 10.63 of
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SOP 98-3. In their reviews, the IGs are noting problems in this 
area. For example, some auditors are not reporting items that meet 
the definition of a reportable audit finding under OMB Circular 
A-133 because the auditee either already has corrected the prob­
lem or plans to correct it in the next reporting period. Regardless 
of whether an auditee corrects an audit finding, OMB Circular 
A -133 requires it to be reported in the schedule of findings and 
questioned costs. Further, some auditors are including reportable 
audit findings in their management letter instead of the schedule 
of findings and questioned costs. Including reportable audit find­
ings only in the management letter is not appropriate.
Also, OMB Circular A -133 requires auditors to follow up on 
prior-year findings, perform procedures to assess the reasonable­
ness of the summary schedule of prior-year audit findings pre­
pared by the auditee, and report, as a current-year audit finding, 
when the auditor concludes that the summary schedule of prior- 
year audit findings m aterially misrepresents the status of any 
prior audit finding. The IGs are noting that auditors, in certain 
cases, are not documenting that follow-up.
State Single Audit Requirements
Some states have their own single audit legislation or regulations 
addressing the requirements for compliance audits of state finan­
cial assistance. Auditors should follow the guidance of SAS No. 
74, C om pliance A uditing Considerations in  Audits o f  G overnm en ta l 
E ntities a n d  R ecip ien ts o f  G overn m en ta l F in a n cia l A ssistance 
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 801). SAS No. 74 
AU sec. 801.21 requires the exercise of due professional care in 
ensuring that the auditor and management understand the type 
of engagement to be performed. If, during a GAAS audit of the 
financial statements, the auditor becomes aware that the entity is 
subject to an audit requirement that may not be encompassed in 
the terms of the engagement, AU sec. 801.22 requires the auditor 
to communicate to management and the audit committee, or to 
others with equivalent authority and responsibility, that an audit 
in accordance with GAAS may not satisfy the relevant legal, regu­
latory, or contractual requirements.
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OMB Cost Circulars
Have there been any recent final or proposed changes to the OMB’s 
grants management and cost Circulars?
Circular A -110
OMB issued a revised Circular A -110 on September 30, 1999 
(published in the October 8, 1999, F ed era l R egister at 64 F.R. 
54926). The Circular states that it is effective for awards issued 
after November 6, 1999, as well as for continuing awards re­
newed after that date. However, because most grant agreements 
do not refer to OMB Circular A-110 itself, but rather to an 
agency’s codification of the Circular, the provisions are effective 
for awards issued thirty days after the provision is codified by the 
federal agencies. Fifteen agencies amended their codifications of 
OMB Circular A-110 on March 16, 2000. Therefore, their re­
vised regulations are effective for awards issued after April 17, 
2000, as well as for continuing awards renewed after that date.
The revision requires the entities subject to the Circular, which 
include governmental (public) colleges and universities and hos­
pitals, to make certain research-related records available to federal 
agencies for public disclosure under the Freedom of Information 
Act (FOIA). The revision was required by a provision of OMB's 
appropriation for fiscal year 1999.
In its notice of the final revision to OMB Circular A-110, OMB 
addressed the issue of reimbursing a recipient’s costs of complying 
with an FOIA request. Such costs would be charged to the af­
fected federal award unless the award’s funding period expires be­
fore a request is made. OMB suggests that federal awarding 
agencies and grantees have a separate agreement to cover the full 
incremental cost of responding to the request if  the award’s fund­
ing period has expired.
Circular A -21
OMB also proposed a revision to OMB Circular A -21, Cost P rin ci­
p les  f o r  E ducational Institutions, in the summer of 1999 (published 
in the August 12, 1999, F ed era l R egister at 64 F.R. 44062) to
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change how many colleges and universities submit their proposals 
for indirect cost rates (also called facilities and administrative [F & 
A] rates). The revision, which is expected to be finalized during 
2000, would require a standard format for submitting F&A rate 
proposals. OMB believes that a standard format would help institu­
tions to more efficiently complete those proposals, allow federal 
cognizant agencies to review those proposals on a more consistent 
basis, and perhaps even allow electronic submissions of those pro­
posals in the future. The proposed standard format, which would 
become Appendix C of OMB Circular A-21, includes two parts: (1) 
a summary schedule of the institutions proposed F&A rates, along 
with the F&A cost pools and their allocations and (2) a listing of 
supporting documents to be submitted with the proposal. Although 
the revision to OMB Circular A-21 proposed that the standard for­
mat would be required for F&A proposals submitted on or after 
July 1, 2000, it is likely that the effective date will be extended to 
proposals submitted on or after July 1, 2001. Also, the standard for­
mat would not apply to institutions that use the simplified method 
for calculating F&A rates as described in Section H of OMB Circu­
lar A-21. A cognizant agency would be able to grant individual in­
stitutions exceptions from the standard format requirement.
Other Cost Circular Activity
OMB has put on hold its project to combine the three cost princi­
ples circulars (OMB Circular A-21, for educational institutions; 
OMB Circular A-87, for state, local, and Indian tribal govern­
ments; and OMB Circular A -122 for nonprofit organizations) 
into a single circular because of concerns expressed by federal 
agencies regarding the diverse nature of grantees and, accordingly, 
differing treatments of certain items of cost. OMB will conduct a 
review to improve the consistency of costs in those three circulars.
OMB and the federal agencies are beginning to review the format 
and content of all application and reporting forms required by 
grant programs, and the feasibility of subm itting those forms 
electronically. That review is the first step in implementing Public 
Law 106-107, the Federal Financial Assistance Management Im­
provement Act of 1999.
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HUD Electronic Submission Requirements for Public 
Housing Authorities
What are the electronic submission requirements for public housing 
authorities, and what are the auditor’s responsibilities with respect to 
the requirements?
As noted in the Audit Risk Alert, N ot-for-Profit O rganizations In ­
dustry D evelopm ents— 1999, the U.S. Department of Housing and 
Urban Development (HUD) published revised Uniform Financial 
Reporting Standards (UFRS) for HUD Housing Programs (see 
Federal Register, September 1, 1998, at 63 F.R. 46581) to establish 
uniform annual financial reporting standards for HUD’s public 
housing, section 8 housing, and multifamily insured housing pro­
grams. As a result of the revised standards, public housing author­
ity (PFLA) project owners of HUD-assisted housing (which already, 
under long-standing regulatory and contractual requirements, sub­
mit financial information on an annual basis to HUD) are required 
to submit financial information electronically to HUD via a tem­
plate known as the Financial Data Schedule (FDS).
The Real Estate Assessment Center (REAC) is the HUD national 
management center created to receive and evaluate electronic sub­
missions and to assess the condition of HUD owned and assisted de­
velopments. To ensure accuracy and consistency of the FDS data in 
the assessment process for PHA assets, REAC requires the following:
• Audited annual basic financial statements prepared in confor­
mity with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) 
for governmental entities, as prescribed by the GASB
• Attestation by auditors on FDS data as to its “fair presenta­
tion in relation to audited basic financial statements” in ac­
cordance w ith the audit provisions of SAS No. 29, 
R eporting on In form ation  A ccom panying th e Basic F inan cia l 
Statem ents in  A uditor-Subm itted  D ocum en ts (AICPA, Pro­
fess ion a l Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 551)
• A separate attestation agreed-upon procedures engagement 
under AICPA Statement on Standards for Attestation Engage­
ments (SSAE) No. 4, A greed-Upon P rocedures E ngagem ents
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(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AT sec. 600), where the 
auditor compares the PHA’s electronically submitted data 
in the REAC staging database to the hard copy of the audit 
report and FDS
PHA electronic FDS submission requirements became effective for 
fiscal years ending on or after September 30, 1999. A PHA must 
submit its preliminary FDS electronically within two months after 
its fiscal year-end based on unaudited information. No auditor in­
volvement is necessary for that unaudited submission. Note, how­
ever, that HUD has granted an automatic one-month extension for 
PFLAs with fiscal years ending September 30, 1999, through June 
30, 2000. A final FDS based on audited financial statements must 
be electronically submitted within the earlier of thirty days after re­
ceipt of the auditor's report or nine months after a PFLA's fiscal year 
end (pursuant to OMB Circular A-133). It is this final submission 
on which the auditor performs a separate attestation agreed-upon 
procedures engagement. The auditor’s agreed-upon procedures re­
port is prepared and submitted to HUD electronically.
REAC has issued a document titled G uidelines f o r  P ub lic H ousing 
A uthorities a n d  In d ep en d en t A uditors that provides guidance on 
the detailed requirements for electronic submission and the audi­
tor’s involvement in the process.5
Revisions to Government Auditing Standards
Are there any recent or upcoming revisions to Government Auditing 
Standards?
Government Auditing Standards Amendments
In 1999, the General Accounting Office (GAO) issued two 
amendments to the 1994 G overnm en t A ud itin g S tandards (also
5. The AICPA provided input into the Guidelines as HUD developed it, particularly on 
the auditor report templates. A  copy o f the Guidelines can be obtained from the REAC 
Web site at http://www.hud.gov/reac/pdf/fass_ph_guideufrs.pdf. Additional informa­
tion regarding the activities o f REAC and how they affect HUD programs and audits 
o f H UD programs is available on the REAC Web site at http://www.hud.gov/reac. 
Further assistance on the electronic submission requirements is available by contacting 
the REAC Customer Service Center at (888) 245-4860.
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known as the Yellow Book), the set of standards for the audits of 
various entities, that should be followed when required by law, 
regulation, agreement, contract, or policy. The GAO has codified 
those two amendments into the body of its Yellow Book. A 
printed copy of that updated Yellow Book codification is not 
available yet, but you can download a free electronic version from 
the GAO Web site at http://www.gao.gov/govaud.ybk01.htm. 
You also can order printed copies of the two amendments or 
download free electronic versions. (See the “References for Addi­
tional Guidance” section of this Audit Risk Alert.)
A m endm en t No. 1. The first amendment, titled G overnm en t Au­
d it in g  Standards: A m endm ent No. 1, D ocum en ta tion  R equirem ents 
When Assessing C ontrol Risk a t M aximum  f o r  Controls S ign ifican tly  
D ep en d en t Upon C om pu ter iz ed  In fo rm a tion  System s, is effective 
for financial statement audits of periods ending on or after Sep­
tember 30, 1999. It establishes a new field work standard that re­
quires certain information to be documented when financial data 
significantly depends upon computerized information systems.
SAS No. 55 , C on sid era tion  o f  I n te rn a l C on tro l in  a F in a n cia l 
S ta tem en t Audit, as am en d ed  by SAS No. 78 (AICPA, Professional 
Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 319), requires auditors to document 
their basis for conclusions when control risk is assessed below 
maximum. However, SAS No. 55, as amended, does not impose 
a sim ilar requirement for assessments of control risk at maxi­
mum. Amendment No. 1 adds the following field work standard:
In planning the audit, auditors should document in the work­
ing papers (1) the basis for assessing control risk at the maxi­
mum level for assertions related to material account balances, 
transaction classes, and disclosure components of financial 
statements when such assertions are significantly dependent 
upon computerized information systems, and (2) considera­
tion that the planned audit procedures are designed to achieve 
audit objectives and to reduce audit risk to an acceptable level.
The Advisory Council on Government Auditing Standards (Ad­
visory Council), the group that advises the GAO on changes to 
the Yellow Book, believes that requiring the above documenta­
tion w ill help to ensure that auditors do not inadvertently rely
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on computer-generated evidence in conducting substantive test­
ing. The intent of the standard is not to replace auditors’ judg­
ment in planning the audit, but to assist auditors in ensuring the 
soundness of their planned audit procedures when significant 
accounting applications are supported by computerized infor­
mation systems.
The standard also incorporates, where applicable, conforming 
changes to recognize the effect of SAS No. 78 on the Yellow Book— 
principally updating terminology to conform with SAS No. 78 and 
deleting guidance that is addressed in SAS No. 78, which was issued 
after the 1994 version of G overnment A uditing Standards.
A m endm en t No. 2. The second amendment, titled G overnm en t 
A uditing Standards: A m endm ent No. 2, A uditor C om m unication , is 
effective for financial statement audits of periods ending on or after 
January 1, 2000. It establishes a field work standard (by amending 
and expanding what previously had been a reporting standard) and 
amends a reporting standard to improve auditor communication 
concerning the auditor's work on compliance with laws and regula­
tions and internal control over financial reporting.
SAS No. 83, E stablish ing an  U nderstand in g With th e C lient, as 
amended by SAS No. 89, A udit A djustments, (AICPA, Professional 
Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 310.05-.07), requires auditors to estab­
lish an understanding with the client regarding the services to be 
performed. SAS No. 61, C om m unica tion  With A udit Committees, 
as amended by SAS No. 89 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 
1, AU sec. 380), requires auditors to determine that certain mat­
ters related to the conduct of the audit are communicated to 
those who have responsibility for oversight of the financial re­
porting process. (See the discussion titled “SAS No. 89, A udit 
A djustm ents” in the “Audit and Attestation Issues and Develop­
ments” section of this Audit Risk Alert.) The new field work stan­
dard in Amendment No. 2 broadens the parties with whom the 
auditor must communicate to include the auditee (which it de­
fines) and the individuals contracting for or requesting the audit 
services. It also requires the auditor to communicate specific in­
formation regarding the nature and extent of planned testing and 
reporting on compliance with laws and regulations and internal
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control over financial reporting. This communication must take 
place during the planning stages of the audit. Written communi­
cation is preferred, although not required. The Advisory Council 
believes this amendment will reduce the risk that the needs or ex­
pectations of the parties involved may be misinterpreted.
Amendment No. 2 also requires that when auditors issue separate 
reports on compliance w ith laws and regulations and internal 
control over financial reporting, the report on the financial state­
ments should state that they are issuing those additional reports. 
The report on the financial statements also should state that the 
reports on compliance with laws and regulations and internal 
control over financial reporting are an integral part of a generally 
accepted government auditing standards audit, and in consider­
ing the results of the audit, those reports should be read along 
with the auditors’ report on the financial statements. The Advi­
sory Council believes this amendment will highlight the impor­
tance of the auditor’s reports on compliance w ith laws and 
regulations and internal control over financial reporting required 
under G overnm en t A ud itin g Standards. Because of this Amend­
ment, the AICPA has revised certain illustrative auditor’s reports 
in SOP 98-3. See the related discussion “Single Audit Guidance 
Update” in this section of this Audit Risk Alert and the discussion 
“Revised Yellow Book Reports” in the “Audit and Attestation Is­
sues and Developments” section of this Audit Risk Alert.
Other Efforts of the Advisory Council on Government 
Auditing Standards
Other topics currently on the Advisory Council’s agenda that 
could result in the issuance of exposure documents this year in­
clude auditor independence and performance auditing. Check 
the GAO Web site or future issues of the AICPA’s J o u r n a l  o f  
A ccountancy  and CPA Letter for status updates.
State and Local Issues
State and local laws concerning not-for-profit organizations con­
tinue to change. Some states have enacted or are revising existing
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laws concerning not-for-profit organization registration or licens­
ing requirements; annual reporting requirements; charitable so­
licitation, registration, and disclosure requirements; charitable 
gift annuity registrations; and lim itations on fund-raising ex­
penses. Some states are actively lim iting expenditures of the 
amounts raised within the state for disaster relief so they are used 
only for the purposes for which the contributions were raised. 
Some states have increased efforts to have not-for-profit organiza­
tions pay property taxes, collect and remit sales and use taxes, or 
make other payments in lieu of such taxes. Organizations solicit­
ing contributions or selling products on the Internet may be 
deemed to be doing business in the states from which the sales are 
initiated, creating a nexus to those states and, perhaps, the re­
sponsibility to collect and remit state sales taxes as well as other 
filing responsibilities.
The American Association of Fund-Raising Counsel, Inc. (AAFRC) 
publishes its A nnual S urvey o f  S tate Laws R egu la tin g C haritab le 
Solicita tions (available for $35). Copies of this publication can be 
obtained by visiting the AAFRC Web site at http://www.aafrc.org.
Uniform Registration Form for Fund-raising and Compliance 
With Mailing Requirements
Not-for-profit organizations are required to register and file with 
the appropriate authorities in most states in which they either 
have a physical presence or solicit contributions. As a result of a 
project started by the National Association of State Charity Offi­
cials, in conjunction with the National Association o f  Attorneys 
General and a consortium of not-for-profit groups, thirty-three 
jurisdictions (thirty-two states and the District of Columbia) to 
date have adopted a uniform registration statement, with a view 
toward easing the administrative burden on organizations that are 
required to register in more than one state. A copy of the unified 
registration statement can be found on the Internet Nonprofit 
Center Web site at www.nonprofits.org/library/gov/urs.
Most states have statutes that include compliance requirements 
for certain mailings, such as charitable solicitations and sweep- 
stakes. Some states have increased efforts to enforce those
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statutes. (Also, organizations may be required to withhold taxes 
on and file information about sweepstakes prizes under Internal 
Revenue Service [IRS] requirements.) Auditors should be aware 
of the existence of such filing requirements and statutes and their 
potential impact on not-for-profit organizations and their finan­
cial statements.
Adverse publicity resulting from an organizations failure to com­
ply with each state’s registration and mailing requirements could 
adversely affect the amounts some donors are w illing to con­
tribute. Also, though it is unlikely, such noncompliance could be 
an illegal act that may have a direct and material effect on the de­
term ination of financial statement amounts. SAS No. 54 dis­
cusses the nature and extent of the consideration the auditor 
should give to the possibility of illegal acts and provides guidance 
on the auditor's responsibilities if  a possible illegal act is detected.
Full Disclosure in Charity Promotions
Some not-for-profit organizations enter into marketing arrange­
ments with commercial enterprises in which the not-for-profit 
organization receives money when the commercial entity sells its 
products. For example, a potential customer may be told that for 
each long-distance phone call made through a particular long­
distance phone company, the company will make a contribution 
to one of a group of not-for-profit organizations. However, in 
many of these arrangements, the customer is given insufficient 
information about the benefits to the not-for-profit organizations 
to make an informed decision about purchasing the product. A 
number of state laws require explicit disclosure regarding the per­
centage paid to the not-for-profit organization, and some require 
the promotion to state the total dollar amount that the not-for- 
profit organization expects to receive. However, many corpora­
tions and not-for-profit organizations fail to provide the required 
information and include only a vague description of the benefit 
to the not-for-profit organizations, such as “a portion of the prof­
its.” Although these violations have not been enforced much in 
the past, the possibility exists that states will be more active in en­
forcing their rules and applying the penalties. This would mean a
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concern for the auditor and client about both adverse publicity 
and the effects on the financial statement amounts resulting from 
an illegal act, pursuant to SAS No. 54.
Internal Revenue Service Activities
What are some of the current tax issues that may affect audits of not- 
for-profit organizations?
Auditors should be aware of relevant tax laws and regulations and 
their potential effect on not-for-profit organizations and their fi­
nancial statements.6 A not-for-profit organization’s failure to 
m aintain its tax-exempt status could have serious tax conse­
quences and affect both its financial statements and related dis­
closures, and such failure could possibly require modification of 
the auditor’s report. Failure by a not-for-profit organization to 
comply with tax laws and regulations could be an illegal act and 
have either a direct effect on the determination of financial state­
ment amounts or an indirect effect on the financial statements 
that would require appropriate disclosures. SAS No. 54 discusses 
the nature and extent of the consideration that the auditor should 
give to the possibility of illegal acts in an audit of financial state­
ments in accordance with GAAS, and provides guidance on the 
auditor’s responsibilities when a possible illegal act is detected.
Charitable Split-Dollar Life Insurance
The IRS has been reviewing the use of a controversial method of 
making contributions to not-for-profit organizations— charitable 
split-dollar life insurance arrangements, and, in Notice 99-36, 
has warned that deductions connected with charitable split-dollar 
insurance plans would be challenged. In one common form of 
this arrangement, the donor seeks to minimize federal income 
and estate taxes by making an annual contribution to the not-for- 
profit, which in turn uses the money, or most of the money, to
6. Auditors should be alert for updates to the topics discussed in this section o f the Audit 
Risk Alert and other recent developments related to IRS activities. The appendix to this 
Audit Risk Alert provides a list o f Internet resources, including some Web sites that can 
provide information on tax issues that may impact not-for-profit organizations.
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pay all or most of the premium on a policy insuring the donors 
life. Along with the donation, the donor provides the not-for- 
profit organization with a letter stating the not-for-profit organi­
zation can use the donated funds any way it wishes, and the 
donor takes a tax deduction. The policy is held by a separate life 
insurance trust, the beneficiaries of which are the donors heirs. 
Upon the donor’s death, a portion of the death benefit is paid to 
the not-for-profit. However, the heirs may receive the bulk of the 
policy proceeds in addition to the cash value.
In addition to the IRS looking at these arrangements, Congress 
has enacted changes to the tax code in 1999 that specifically dis­
allow deductions for charitable split-dollar arrangements, and 
impose excise taxes on participating not-for-profit organizations.
Travel Tours
The IRS has issued final regulations 1.513-7 on the tax conse­
quences of travel and tour operations of exempt organizations, ef­
fective for tax years beginning after February 7, 2000. The 
regulations provide seven examples illustrating which tour activi­
ties might be exempt and which might give rise to unrelated busi­
ness taxable income (UBTI). The examples involve cultural and 
educational organizations as well as tours sponsored by social wel­
fare and scientific organizations. According to the regulations, the 
determination of whether revenues from a tour are subject to tax 
as UBTI will be determined by an analysis of all the relevant facts 
and circumstances.
IRS CPE Text
The IRS has published its annual Exempt O rganizations C ontinu­
in g  P ro fessiona l E ducation  T echn ica l In stru ction  P rogram  for the 
year 2000 (CPE Text). It is published by the IRS Exempt Organi­
zation division for its employees.
The material in the CPE Text is designed specifically for training 
purposes only. Although not to be used or cited as authority for set­
ting or sustaining a technical position, the CPE Text can provide 
auditors with insight into the IRS’s views on current issues that
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may affect not-for-profit organizations. The CPE Text includes 
twenty-one chapters on specific issues, as well as a current develop­
ments section, covering areas such as health clubs, auto donation 
schemes, and health care concerns, and is available on the IRS Web 
site at http://www.irs.ustreas.gov/prod/bus_info/eo/cpe.html.
IRS Regulations on Disclosure
Final regulations were released April 9, 1999, relating to tax- 
exempt organization disclosure requirements under Internal Rev­
enue Code (IRC) section 6104(e), which require exempt 
organizations to provide copies of their exemption applications 
and three most recent information returns upon request. The 
new public disclosure rules which took effect on June 8, 1999, 
provide that—
1. Requests made in person generally must be responded to 
immediately.
2. Written requests must be responded to within thirty days.
Reasonable fees to cover administrative costs for postage and repro­
duction are permissible. Exceptions to this rule are provided if—
1. The documents are requested to harass an organization; 
however, the IRS has indicated that harassment campaigns 
probably will be “narrowly construed.”
2. The documents are made “widely available” (that is, making 
materials available via electronic means, such as the Internet).
Failure to comply with the public inspection rules could result in 
a $20-per-day penalty (subject to a $10,000 maximum), with a 
$5,000 penalty for willful failure.
The National Center for Charitable Statistics and Philanthropic 
Research, Inc., undertook a project to receive and scan Form 
990s from the IRS and make them available to the public on the 
Web sites http://www.guidestar.org and http://nccs.urban.org. 
The IRS also plans to have Form 990s filed available in a CD- 
ROM format.
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The Omnibus Consolidated and Emergency Supplemental Ap­
propriations Act of 1998 extended the new disclosure rules to 
private foundations. Final regulations covering these disclosures 
by private foundations were issued in January 2000.
Corporate Sponsorship Regulations
In March 2000, the IRS issued proposed regulations that would 
affect the classification of income received under corporate spon­
sorship arrangements. Depending on the nature of the agree­
ment, there could be revenues subject to unrelated business 
income tax. In one example of a corporate sponsorship arrange­
ment, a university receives payment from a soft-drink company, 
and agrees that the soft-drink company w ill be the exclusive 
provider of this type of beverage at the university. The proposed 
regulations require that certain payments that are received by 
not-for-profit organizations under such exclusive sponsorship 
deals with corporate sponsors would be subject to taxation as un­
related business income.
The Internet
As more and more not-for-profit organizations begin to utilize 
the Internet for fundraising, research, communications with 
donors, volunteers, and other organizations, as well as other uses, 
these not-for-profit organizations will need to assess the potential 
for tax im plications. The treatment of income received from 
commercial advertising on a not-for-profit organization’s Web 
site is an example of a potential tax issue. Also, can electronic 
communications be used to satisfy quid pro quo rules? Quid pro 
quo rules require not-for-profit organizations that solicit dona­
tions in excess of seventy-five dollars, and provide something to 
the donor in return, provide a written statement of acknowledg­
ment to the donor advising of the contribution limitation to the 
excess of the donation over the value of the goods or services pro­
vided in exchange. The IRS has looked at the impact of the Inter­
net on not-for-profit organizations and included a chapter “Tax 
Exempt Organizations and World W ide Web Fundraising and 
Advertising on the Internet” in its CPE Text for not-for-profit
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organizations. Among the discussions included are the tax rules 
for contributions that are received via the Internet, and the use of 
email responses for acknowledging donor contributions. See the 
discussion of the CPE Text in this section of the Audit Risk Alert.
In addition, online activities by a not-for-profit organization can 
subject a not-for-profit organization to greater scrutiny by the IRS 
for prohibitions against political activity on the organizations Web 
site that may jeopardize the organization’s exempt status.
Tax Exempt and Governmental Entities Division
As part of its modernization plan, the IRS has created the Tax Ex­
empt and Government Entities (TE/GE) Division, comprised of 
three segments working separately with exempt groups, employee 
plans, and governmental entities. The TE/GE Division’s mission 
is “to provide Tax Exempt and Governmental Entities customers 
top quality service by helping them understand and comply with 
applicable tax laws and to protect the public interest by applying 
the tax law with integrity and fairness to all.” W ith the focus on 
customer service in the TE/GE Division’s mission, its tax compli­
ance strategy will mix educational outreach activities with tradi­
tional enforcement activities. That is, when the TE/GE Division 
identifies significant tax compliance issues, it not only will under­
take efforts to identify and correct individual instances of non- 
compliance, it also will educate the tax-exempt community about 
the nature of the requirements and ways to improve individual 
compliance.
Audit and Attestation Issues and Developments
SAS No. 88, Service Organizations and Reporting on Consistency
What are the requirements of the new SAS No. 88?
In December 1999, the AICPA A uditing Standards Board 
(ASB) issued SAS No. 88, S erv ice  O rgan ization s a n d  R eportin g  
on Consistency (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 324 
and 420). Part 1, “Service Organizations,” amends SAS No. 70,
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R eports on  th e  P ro ce s s in g  o f  T ransa ction s hy S e r v i c e  O rgan iza ­
tion s  (AICPA, P ro fe ss ion a l S tandard s , vol. 1, AU sec. 324.03 
and 324.06—.10) to—
• Clarify the applicability of SAS No. 70 by stating that the 
SAS is applicable if an entity obtains services from another 
organization that are part of the entity’s information sys­
tem. It also provides guidance on the types of services that 
would be considered part of an entity’s information system.
• Revise and clarify the factors a user auditor should con­
sider in determining the significance of a service organiza­
tion’s controls to a user organization’s controls.
• Clarify the guidance on determining whether information 
about a service organization’s controls is necessary to plan 
the audit.
• Clarify that information about a service organization’s con­
trols may be obtained from a variety of sources.
• Change the title of SAS No. 70 from Reports on th e P ro­
cess in g  o f  T ransactions by S erv ice  O rgan iza tion s to S erv ice  
O rganizations.
Part 2, “Reporting on Consistency,” amends SAS No. 1, C odifi­
ca tion  o f  A uditing Standards a n d  P rocedures (AICPA, Professional 
Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 420, “Consistency of Application of 
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles”) to—
• Conform the list of changes that constitute a change in the 
reporting entity (AU sec. 420.07) to the guidance in para­
graph 12 of Accounting Principles Board (APB) Opinion 
No. 20, A ccoun tin g Changes.
• C larify that the auditor need not add a consistency ex­
planatory paragraph to the auditor’s report when a change 
in the reporting entity results from a transaction or event.
• Eliminate the requirement for a consistency explanatory 
paragraph in the auditor’s report if  a pooling of interests is 
not accounted for retroactively in comparative financial 
statements.
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• Eliminate the requirement to qualify the auditor’s report 
and consider adding a consistency explanatory paragraph 
to the report if  single-year financial statements that report 
a pooling of interests do not disclose combined informa­
tion for the prior year.
All of the amendments contained in SAS No. 88 were effective 
upon issuance. Readers should refer to the full text of this Standard.
SAS No. 89, Audit Adjustments
What are the requirements of the new SAS No. 89?
In December 1999, the ASB issued SAS No. 89, A udit A djust­
ments, to establish audit requirements intended to encourage audit 
clients to record financial statement adjustments proposed by the 
auditor. To accomplish this objective, three SASs are amended.
First, SAS No. 89 amends SAS No. 1, C od ifica tion  o f  A ud itin g  
Standards a n d  P rocedures, as amended by A ppointm ent o f  th e Ind e­
p e n d en t  Auditor, SAS No. 83, E stablishing an  U nderstanding With 
th e C lien t (AICPA, P rofessiona l Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 310). 
SAS No. 89 adds the following to the list in AU section 310.06 of 
matters that generally are included in the understanding with the 
client:
Management is responsible for adjusting the financial state­
ments to correct material misstatements and for affirming to 
the auditor in the representation letter that the effects of any 
uncorrected misstatements aggregated by the auditor during 
the current engagement and pertaining to the latest period pre­
sented are immaterial, both individually and in the aggregate, 
to the financial statements taken as a whole.
Second, SAS No. 89 amends SAS No. 85, M anagem en t R epresen­
tations (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 333.06 and 
333.16), by requiring that the representation letter include an ac­
knowledgment by management that the effects of any uncor­
rected financial statement misstatements aggregated by the 
auditor during the current engagement and pertaining to the lat­
est period presented are immaterial, both individually and in the
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aggregate, to the financial statements taken as a whole. SAS No. 
89 also requires that a summary of the uncorrected misstatements 
be included in or attached to the representation letter.
Third, SAS No. 89 amends SAS No. 61, C om m un ica tion  With 
A udit C om m ittees (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 
380) to require the auditor to inform the audit committee about 
adjustments arising from the audit, whether or not recorded by 
the entity, that could, in the auditor’s judgment, have a signifi­
cant effect on the entity’s financial reporting process.
These amendments are effective for audits of financial statements for 
periods beginning on or after December 15, 1999. Early adoption is 
permitted. Readers should refer to the full text of this Standard.
Help Desk—Information about other recently issued SASs 
can be found on the AICPA Web site at http://www/aicpa.org. 
Also, see the “Listing of Recent Auditing, Attestation, and Ac­
counting Pronouncements” section in this Audit Risk Alert.
2000 Audit and Accounting Guide Revisions
The AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide N ot-for-P rofit O rgani­
zation s is available through the AICPA’s looseleaf subscription 
service (Product No. G0100kk). In the looseleaf service, con­
forming changes (those necessitated by the issuance of new au­
thoritative pronouncements) and other minor changes that do 
not require due process are incorporated periodically. Paperback 
editions of Audit and Accounting Guides as they appear in the 
service are printed annually (Product No. 013392kk). Copies 
may be obtained by calling the AICPA Order Department 
(Member Satisfaction) at (888) 777-7077 or faxing a request to 
(800) 362-5066.
Revisions that will be included in the AICPA Audit and Account­
ing Guide N ot-for-P rofit O rganizations with conforming changes 
as of May 1, 2000, will include those made to reflect the issuance 
of the following standards:
• SAS No. 88, S e r v i c e  O rga n iz a tio n s  a n d  R ep o r t in g  on  
C onsisten cy
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• SAS No. 89, A udit A djustments
• FASB Statement No. 135, Rescission o f  FASB S tatem ent No. 
75 a n d  T echnical Corrections
• FASB Statement No. 136, Transfers o f  Assets to a N ot-for- 
P rofit O rganization o r C haritable Trust That Raises o r  Holds 
C ontributions f o r  Others
• FASB Statement No. 137, A ccoun ting f o r  D eriva tive Instru­
m ents a n d  H edgin g A ctivities—D eferra l o f  th e E ffective D ate 
o f  FASB S tatem en t No. 133
Revised Yellow Book Reports
The illustrative auditor’s reports in the financial statements in­
cluded in SOP 98-3 (an appendix to the N ot-for-P rofit O rganiza­
tions A udit a n d  A ccoun tin g Guide) have been revised for changes 
required by G overnm en t A uditing Standards: A m endm en t No. 2, 
A uditor C om m unica tion . (See the discussion titled “Revisions to 
G overnm ent A uditing S tandards" in the “Regulatory and Legisla­
tive Developments” section of this Audit Risk Alert.) Specifically, 
in the paragraph that refers to the G overnm ent A uditing Standards 
report on the consideration of internal control over financial re­
porting and tests of compliance with the provisions of laws, regu­
lations, contracts and grants, the following sentence was added:
That report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance 
with Government Auditing Standards and should be read in con­
junction with this report in considering the results of our audit.
The updated illustrative auditor’s reports on the financial state­
ments have also been posted on the AICPA Web site at http:// 
www.aicpa.org/belt/al33main.htm.
Gifts in Kind
What issues should be considered when auditing gifts in kind?
Some not-for-profit organizations receive in-kind contributions, 
such as donations of food and clothing. Chapter 5 in the AICPA
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Audit and Accounting Guide N ot-fo r -P ro fit O rgan iza tion s in ­
cludes guidance on the accounting for such in-kind contribu­
tions. The Guide states that receipts of noncash assets, such as 
property, equipment, and inventory, sometimes referred to as 
gifts in kind that can be used or sold, should be measured at fair 
value, and discusses factors that should be considered in deter­
mining fair value. Paragraph 5.08 in the Guide states that organi­
zations should consider the quality and quantity of the gifts, as 
well as any applicable discounts that would have been received by 
the organization, including discounts based on that quantity if  
the assets had been acquired in exchange transactions. If the gifts 
have no value, as might be the case for certain clothing and furni­
ture that cannot be (a) used internally by the organization or for 
program purposes or (b) sold by the organization, the item re­
ceived should not be recognized. Also, information about in-kind 
transactions may be required to be disclosed under FASB State­
ment No. 57, R ela ted  Party Disclosures.
An auditor at a not-for-profit organization may need to use a spe­
cialist’s work in order to obtain competent evidential matter about 
the valuation of gifts in kind. SAS No. 73, Using th e Work o f  a Spe­
cia list (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 336), pro­
vides guidance when an auditor uses the work of a specialist.
Materiality
In August 1999, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) is­
sued a new Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB) No. 99, M ateria lity. 
SAB No. 99 addresses the application of materiality thresholds to the 
preparation and audit of financial statements filed with the SEC. The 
SAB does not create new standards or definitions for materiality, but 
reaffirms the concepts of materiality as expressed in the accounting 
and auditing literature as well as in long-standing case law.
Although SEC reporting requirements do not apply to audits of 
not-for-profit organizations, these requirements nonetheless af­
fect the direction that independent auditors will be taking with 
respect to the evaluation of the m ateriality of misstatements 
that are identified during a financial statement audit. For a
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more detailed discussion of SAB No. 99, see the AICPA general 
A udit Risk Alert— 1999/2000. Also, the full text of the SAB can 
be viewed at the SEC Web site at http://www.sec.gov/rules/ 
acctreps/sab99.htm .
Securities Valuation
The percentage of investments held in equity securities versus 
bonds has increased in recent years at many not-for-profit organi­
zations. Chapter 8 in the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide 
N ot-for-P rofit O rganizations discusses the accounting and audit­
ing considerations for investments, including investments in eq­
u ity securities. Specifically, paragraph 8.09 states that FASB 
Statement No. 124, A ccoun tin g f o r  C erta in In vestm en ts H eld  by 
N ot-for-P rofit O rganizations, provides that investments in equity 
securities with readily determinable fair value and all debt securi­
ties should be reported at fair value.
Auditors considering documentation of a securities valuation that 
is based on quotations from securities exchanges may wish to con­
sider recent technological developments that have brought 
changes to the securities markets. Traditional stock exchanges such 
as the NYSE and NASDAQ are proceeding with preparations to 
extend trading hours. Also, a growing number of alternative trad­
ing systems, including electronic communication networks, have 
been developed where buyers and sellers in securities are matched 
for a commission. These developments have resulted in increased 
opportunities for extended trading hours beyond the trading 
hours of traditional stock exchanges. The after-hours trading 
brings additional considerations regarding liqu id ity  and price 
volatility that distinguish this trading period from the regular 
trading day. Auditors should monitor these developments to gain 
an understanding of their impact on valuation policy.
Impact of New Accounting Pronouncements
Many not-for-profit organizations will be implementing new fi­
nancial accounting standards that can have a significant impact 
on their accounting procedures and financial statements. SOP
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98-2, A ccoun ting f o r  Costs o f  A ctivities o f  N ot-for-P rofit O rganiza­
tions a n d  State a n d  L ocal G overnm en ta l Entities That In clu d e F und  
Raising, became effective for financial statements for years begin­
ning on or after December 15, 1998. Also, some organizations 
may elect early adoption of new FASB Accounting Standards 
Nos. 133, A ccoun ting f o r  D eriva tive Instrum ents a n d  H edgin g Ac­
tiv ities and 136, Transfers o f  Assets to a N ot-for-P rofit O rganization  
o r  C haritable Trust That Raises o r Holds C ontributions f o r  Others. 
(See related discussions in the “Accounting Issues and Develop­
ments” section of this Audit Risk Alert). SAS No. 55, Considera­
tion  o f  I n te rn a l C on tro l in  a F in a n cia l S ta tem en t A udit, as 
amended (AICPA, P ro fessiona l Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 319), 
provides guidance on the independent auditor’s consideration of 
internal control in planning the audit of financial statements in 
accordance with GAAS, including a discussion of the entity’s risk 
assessment for financial reporting purposes. Among the examples 
of the circumstances that can adversely affect an entity’s ability to 
record, process, summarize, and report financial data consistent 
with management’s assertions in the financial statements is the 
adoption of new accounting pronouncements or changing ac­
counting principles. Auditors should obtain a sufficient knowl­
edge of the client’s risk assessment process to understand how 
management considers risks relevant to financial reporting objec­
tives and decides how to address those risks, and be alert to the 
implications on the internal control of the client.
Auditing in an Online Environment
What issues should an auditor consider when auditing transactions in 
an online environment?
Some not-for-profit organizations are using the Internet to raise 
contributions or sell products online. Conducting transactions in 
an electronic environment such as the Internet can appeal to an 
organization for a variety of reasons, including the ability to reach 
a wider donor base and lower transaction costs, particularly if  the 
costs of nonautomated methods, such as postage rates, are rising.
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In an online transaction, traditional source documents are re­
placed with electronic communications. Auditors should carefully 
consider the internal controls related to these communications as 
well as the nature and sufficiency of available evidential matter un­
derlying the transactions.
SAS No. 31, E vid en tia l M atter , as amended by SAS No. 80, 
(AICPA, P ro fessiona l S tandards, vol. 1, AU sec. 326), provides 
guidance to auditors who have been engaged to audit the finan­
cial statements of an entity that transmits, processes, maintains, 
or accesses significant information electronically.
SAS No. 31, as amended by SAS No. 80, states that the auditors spe­
cific objectives do not change whether information is processed man­
ually or electronically. However, the methods of applying audit 
procedures to gather evidence may be influenced by the method of 
processing. In entities in which significant information is transmitted, 
processed, maintained, or accessed electronically, the auditor may de­
termine that it is not practical or possible to reduce detection risk to 
an acceptable level by performing only substantive tests for one or 
more financial statement assertions. For example, the potential for 
improper initiation or alteration of information to occur and not be 
detected may be greater if information is produced, maintained, or ac­
cessed only in electronic form. In such circumstances, the auditor 
should perform tests of controls to gather evidential matter to use in 
assessing control risk or consider the effect on the auditor's report.
The SAS further states that in certain entities, some of the accounting 
data and corroborating evidential matter are available only in elec­
tronic form. Certain electronic evidence may exist at a certain point in 
time. Such evidence may not be retrievable after a specified period of 
time if files are changed and if backup files do not exist. Therefore, the 
auditor should consider the time during which information exists or 
is available in determining the nature, timing, and extent of the audi­
tor's substantive tests, and if applicable, tests of controls.
COSO Study on Fraud in Financial Reporting
The Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway 
Commission (COSO) recently released a study on fraud in financial
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reporting. Fraudulent F inancia l R eporting: 1987-1997, An Analysis 
o f  U.S. Public Companies analyzes two hundred randomly selected 
cases of alleged financial fraud investigated by the SEC to provide a 
current profile of the frauds committed, the companies and individ­
uals affected by fraudulent activity, and the consequences of fraud. 
Although this study relates to fraudulent financial reporting in pub­
lic companies, it may provide some useful insights to auditors of 
not-for-profit organizations as well. Additional information on this 
report is provided in the AICPA general A udit Risk A lert— 
1999/2000 (Product No. 022250kk).
Executive Summary— Audit and Attestation Issues and Developments
• In December 1999, the AICPA’s Auditing Standards Board (ASB) is­
sued SAS No. 88, Service Organizations and Reporting on Consistency 
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 324 and 420).
• In December 1999, the ASB issued SAS No. 89, Audit Adjustments, 
to establish audit requirements intended to encourage audit clients 
to record financial statement adjustments proposed by the auditor. 
To accomplish this objective, three existing SASs are amended.
• The illustrative auditor’s reports in the financial statements included 
in SOP 98-3 have been revised for changes required by Government 
Auditing Standards: Amendment No. 2, Auditor Communication.
• Some not-for-profit organizations have begun to use the Internet to 
sell products or raise contributions online. SAS No. 31, Evidential 
Matter, as amended by SAS No. 80 (AICPA, Professional Standards, 
vol. 1, AU sec. 326), provides guidance to auditors who have been en­
gaged to audit the financial statements of an entity that transmits, 
processes, maintains, or accesses significant information electronically.
Accounting Issues and Developments
Transfers of Assets
What are the requirements of the new FASB Statement No. 136,
Transfers of Assets to a Not-for-Profit Organization or Charitable 
Trust That Raises or Holds Contributions for Others?
FASB Statement No. 136, Transfers o f  Assets to a Not-for-Profit Orga­
nization o r Charitable Trust That Raises o r  Holds Contributions f o r
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Others, establishes standards for transactions in which an entity—the 
don or—makes a contribution by transferring assets to a not-for- 
profit organization or charitable trust—the recip ien t organization— 
that accepts the assets from the donor and agrees to use those assets 
on behalf of or transfer those assets, the return on investment of 
those assets, or both to another entity—the beneficiary—that is spec­
ified by the donor. It also establishes standards for transactions that 
take place in a similar manner but are not contributions because the 
transfers are revocable, repayable, or reciprocal.
This Statement requires a recipient organization that accepts cash 
or other financial assets from a donor and agrees to use those assets 
on behalf of or transfer those assets, the return on investment of 
those assets, or both to a specified unaffiliated beneficiary to rec­
ognize the fair value of those assets as a liability to the specified 
beneficiary concurrent with recognition of the assets received from 
the donor. However, if  the donor explicitly grants the recipient or­
ganization variance power or if the recipient organization and the 
specified beneficiary are financially interrelated organizations, the 
recipient organization is required to recognize the fair value of any 
assets it receives as a contribution received. Not-for-profit organi­
zations are financially interrelated if (1) one organization has the 
ability to influence the operating and financial decisions of the 
other and (2) one organization has an ongoing economic interest 
in the net assets of the other. This Statement does not establish 
standards for a trustee’s reporting of assets held on behalf of speci­
fied beneficiaries, but it does establish standards for a beneficiary’s 
reporting of its rights to assets held in a charitable trust.
This Statement requires that a specified beneficiary recognize its 
rights to the assets held by a recipient organization as an asset un­
less the donor has explicitly granted the recipient organization 
variance power. Those rights are either an interest in the net assets 
of the recipient organization, a beneficial interest, or a receivable. 
If the beneficiary and the recipient organization are financially 
interrelated organizations, the beneficiary is required to recognize 
its interest in the net assets of the recipient organization and ad­
just that interest for its share of the change in net assets of the re­
cipient organization. If the beneficiary has an unconditional right
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to receive all or a portion of the specified cash flows from a char­
itable trust or other identifiable pool of assets, the beneficiary is 
required to recognize that beneficial interest, measuring and sub­
sequently remeasuring it at fair value, using a valuation technique 
such as the present value of the estimated expected future cash 
flows. If the recipient organization is explicitly granted variance 
power, the specified beneficiary does not recognize its potential 
for future distributions from the assets held by the recipient orga­
nization. In all other cases, a beneficiary recognizes its rights as a 
receivable.
This Statement describes four circumstances in which a transfer 
of assets to a recipient organization is accounted for as a liability 
by the recipient organization and as an asset by the resource 
provider because the transfer is revocable or reciprocal. Those 
four circumstances are if  (1) the transfer is subject to the resource 
provider’s unilateral right to redirect the use of the assets to an­
other beneficiary, (2) the transfer is accompanied by the resource 
provider's conditional promise to give or is otherwise revocable or 
repayable, (3) the resource provider controls the recipient organi­
zation and specifies an unaffiliated beneficiary, or (4) the resource 
provider specifies itself or its affiliate as the beneficiary and the 
transfer is not an equity transaction. If the transfer is an equity 
transaction and the resource provider specifies itself as benefi­
ciary, it records an interest in the net assets of the recipient orga­
nization (or an increase in a previously recognized interest). If the 
resource provider specifies an affiliate as beneficiary, the resource 
provider records an equity transaction as a separate line item in its 
statement of activities, and the affiliate named as beneficiary 
records an interest in the net assets of the recipient organization. 
The recipient organization records an equity transaction as a sep­
arate line item in its statement of activities.
This Statement requires certain disclosures if  a not-for-profit or­
ganization transfers assets to a recipient organization and specifies 
itself or its affiliate as the beneficiary or if  it includes in its finan­
cial statements a ratio of fundraising expenses to amounts raised.
This Statement incorporates without reconsideration the guid­
ance in FASB Interpretation No. 42, A ccoun tin g f o r  Transfers o f
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Assets in  W hich a N ot-for-P rofit O rganization Is G ranted Variance 
P ow er , and supersedes that Interpretation. This Statement is ef­
fective for financial statements issued for fiscal periods beginning 
after December 15, 1999, except for the provisions incorporated 
from Interpretation No. 42, which continue to be effective for 
fiscal years ending after September 15, 1996. Earlier application 
is encouraged. This Statement may be applied either by restating 
the financial statements of all years presented or by recognizing 
the cumulative effect of the change in accounting principle in the 
year of the change. Readers should refer to the full text of FASB 
Statement No. 136.
New AICPA Practice Aid, Financial Statement Presentation and 
Disclosure Practices for Not-for-Profit Organizations
What information is provided in the new AICPA Practice Aid Financial 
Statement Presentation and Disclosure Practices for Not-for-Profit 
Organizations?
The AICPA has published a nonauthoritative Practice Aid, Finan­
c ia l S tatem ent P resentation a n d  D isclosure Practices f o r  N ot-for-P rofit 
O rganizations, that provides illustrative financial statements and 
related disclosures for nongovernmental not-for-profit organiza­
tions other than health care providers.
Chapters 1 through 4 of this Practice Aid provide illustrative ex­
amples of the financial statements for a not-for-profit organiza­
tion— the statement of financial position, showing both 
columnar and layered formats; the statement of activity, includ­
ing changes in net assets; the statement of cash flows, showing 
both the direct method and indirect method; and the statement 
of functional expenses.
Chapters 5 through 7 present illustrations of a variety of illustra­
tive financial statement note disclosures as follows:
• Chapter 5: Sample Disclosures— General
— Description of Organization and General Accounting 
Policies
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— Contingencies and Other Uncertainties, Including 
Going Concern Questions
— Related Parties
— Use of Estimates
— Comparative Prior-Period Information
— Foreign Operations
— Accounting Changes
— Sample Management Statement of Responsibility
• Chapter 6: Sample Disclosures Primarily Related to the 
Statement of Financial Position
— Investments
— Contributions Receivable
— Other Receivables
— Inventory and Prepaid Expenses
— Collections
— Fixed Assets
— Liabilities
— Net Assets
• Chapter 7: Sample Disclosures Primarily Related to the 
Statement of Activity and Related Statements
— Measure of Operations
— Contributions Received, Including Government Grants
— Earned Income and Deferred Revenue
— Expenses
This reference tool also provides additional information regard­
ing financial statements prepared on a basis other than GAAP, 
as well as about information outside the financial statements. In 
the appendices to this Practice Aid, you w ill find excerpts from 
current accounting guidance that is relevant to not-for-profit 
organizations.
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Copies of this new Practice Aid (Product No.006605kk) may be 
obtained by calling the AICPA Order Department (Member Sat­
isfaction) at (888) 777-7077, faxing a request to (800) 362-5066, 
or visiting the AICPA Web site at http://www.aicpa.org.
New AICPA Technical Practice Aids
What new technical practice aids have been published since the last 
Audit Risk Alert?
The AICPA staff publishes nonauthoritative guidance regarding 
not-for-profit organizations, commonly referred to as technical 
practice aids, in the section titled “Accounting and Auditing Publi­
cations Technical Questions and Answers (Nonauthoritative)” in 
the AICPA publication Technical P ractice Aids, Section 6140.7 Also, 
recently published technical practice aids and additional nonau­
thoritative guidance can be found on the AICPA Web site at 
http://www.aicpa.org/ members/div/acctstd/general / nfptpa.htm. 
Since the publication of last year’s Audit Risk Alert, one new tech­
nical practice aid specifically applicable to not-for-profit organiza­
tions, 6140.11 Costs o f  S o lic it in g  C on tr ib u ted  S ervices a n d  Time 
That Do Not M eet The R ecognition Criteria in FASB Statem ent No. 
116, was published in Section 6140, and posted to the AICPA 
Web site. In summary, this technical practice aid provides that the 
costs of soliciting contributed services including services that do 
not meet the recognition criteria in paragraph 9 of FASB State­
ment No. 116, A ccounting f o r  C ontributions R eceived  a n d  Contribu­
tions M ade, should be reported as fundraising. Similarly, costs of 
soliciting management and general services should be reported as 
fundraising, even if  the management and general services do not 
meet the recognition criteria.
7. This material has not been approved, disapproved, or otherwise acted upon by any 
senior technical committee o f the AICPA. These answers are not sources o f estab­
lished accounting principles as described in SAS No. 69, The M eaning of  Presents 
Fairly in Conformity W ith  Generally Accepted Accounting Principles in the Inde­
p enden t Auditor’s Report (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU  sec. 4 1 1) , nor are 
they sources o f authoritative GAAS.
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Reporting of Related Entities
What new developments have occurred with respect to accounting for 
related entities of not-for-profit organizations?
An ongoing issue for not-for-profit organizations involves ac­
counting for related entities. This becomes a concern as the com­
plexity of the organizational structures of some not-for-profit 
organizations increases. For example, some not-for-profit organi­
zations have set-up for-profit subsidiaries. This is not only an ac­
counting issue, but also an issue of public attention. Some 
organizations have had negative publicity arising from situations 
in which the organization has a for-profit arm that is portrayed as 
being subsidized by the tax benefits available to the not-for-profit 
organization.
Current accounting guidance with respect to related entities in­
cludes, among other pronouncements, FASB Statement No. 57, 
and SOP 94-3, R eporting o f  R ela ted  Entities by N ot-for-P rofit Or­
gan izations. However, additional guidance in this area is expected 
as a result of the FASB’s consolidations project.
As a part of this project, in February 1999, the FASB issued an 
exposure draft of a proposed FASB Statement, C onsolida ted  Fi­
nan cia l S tatem ents: Purpose a n d  Policy (Revision o f  Exposure D raft 
issu ed  O ctober 16, 1995). The proposed Statement would estab­
lish standards that specify when entities should be included in 
consolidated financial statements. It would apply to business en­
terprises and not-for-profit organizations that control other enti­
ties regardless of the legal form of the controlling and controlled 
entities. This proposed Statement, if  issued and required to be ap­
plied by not-for-profit organizations, would supersede SOP 94-3 
to the extent that it is inconsistent with the FASB Statement re­
sulting from the exposure draft. For additional discussion of this 
exposure draft, see the discussion titled “FASB Exposure Drafts” 
in the “On the Horizon” section of this Audit Risk Alert.
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Derivatives and Hedging Activities
Not-for-profit organizations that make significant use of deriva­
tive instruments as part of their financial strategies may be partic­
ularly affected by FASB Statement No. 133, A ccou n tin g  f o r  
D eriva tive Instrum ents a n d  H edgin g A ctivities. For example, a not- 
for-profit organization may use derivatives as part of its invest­
ment strategy or as part of a strategy to reduce risk on 
foreign-currency transactions. Additionally, many not-for-profit 
organizations do not realize they have derivatives, but they may 
have embedded derivatives in such items as lease agreements, in­
surance policies, bonds, and financial guarantees.
FASB Statement No. 133 establishes accounting and reporting 
standards for derivative instruments, including certain derivative 
instruments embedded in other contracts (collectively referred to 
as derivatives), and for hedging activities. It requires that an en­
tity recognize all derivatives as either assets or liabilities in the 
statement of financial position and measure those instruments at 
fair value. If certain conditions are met, a derivative may be 
specifically designated as (a) a hedge of the exposure to changes in 
the fair value of a recognized asset or liability or an unrecognized 
firm commitment, (b) a hedge of the exposure to variable cash 
flows of a forecasted transaction, or (c) a hedge of the foreign cur­
rency exposure of a net investment in a foreign operation, an un­
recognized firm commitment, an available-for-sale security, or a 
foreign-currency-denominated forecasted transaction. The ac­
counting for changes in the fair value of a derivative (that is, gains 
and losses) depends on the intended use of the derivative and the 
resulting designation.
FASB Statement No. 133 (paragraph 43) includes certain provi­
sions regarding accounting by not-for-profit organizations and 
other entities that do not report earnings:
An entity that does not report earnings as a separate caption 
in a statement of financial performance (for example, a not- 
for-profit organization or a defined benefit pension plan) shall 
recognize the gain or loss on a hedging instrument and a non­
hedging derivative instrument as a change in net assets in the 
period of change unless the hedging instrument is designated
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as a hedge of the foreign currency exposure of a net invest­
ment in a foreign operation. In that case, the provisions of 
paragraph 42 of this Statement shall be applied. Entities that 
do not report earnings shall recognize the changes in the car­
rying amount of the hedged item pursuant to paragraph 22 in 
a fair value hedge as a change in net assets in the period of 
change. Those entities are not permitted to use cash flow 
hedge accounting because they do not report earnings sepa­
rately. Consistent with the provisions of FASB Statement No.
117, Financial Statements o f  Not-for-Profit Organizations, this 
Statement does not prescribe how a not-for-profit organiza­
tion should determine the components of an operating mea­
sure, if one is presented.
FASB Statement No. 133 (paragraphs 44 through 47) also con­
tains extensive disclosure requirements.
FASB Statement No. 133 was amended as a result of the issuance 
of FASB Statement No. 137, A ccoun tin g  f o r  D er iva tiv e  In stru ­
m en ts a n d  H ed g in g  A ctiv ities— D eferra l o f  th e  E ffectiv e D ate o f  
FASB S tatem en t No. 133. Among other matters, FASB Statement 
No. 137, which became effective upon issuance in June 1999, de­
fers the effective date of FASB Statement No. 133 to all fiscal 
quarters of fiscal years beginning after June 15, 2000.
Readers should refer to the full text of FASB Statement Nos. 133 
and 137 when considering accounting and reporting issues re­
lated to derivative instruments and hedging activities.
The FASB has established the Derivatives Implementation 
Group (DIG), a task force that assists the FASB in answering 
questions that companies will face when they begin implement­
ing FASB Statement No. 133. Issues addressed by the DIG can 
be found on the FASB Web site at http://www.fasb.org. Also, in 
March 2000, the FASB issued an exposure draft of a proposed 
FASB Statement that would amend FASB Statement No. 133. 
For additional discussion of this exposure draft see the discussion 
titled “FASB Exposure Drafts” in the “On the Horizon” section 
of this Audit Risk Alert.
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Joint Activities
SOP 98-2, A ccounting f o r  Costs o f  Activities o f  Not-for-Profit Organi­
zations an d  State a n d  Local G overnmental Entities That Include Fund  
Raising, became effective for financial statements for years beginning 
on or after December 15, 1998. If comparative financial statements 
are presented, retroactive application is permitted but not required.
Additionally, in 1998, the Audit Issues Task Force (AITF) of the 
ASB issued the following AITF Advisory on Reporting the Adop­
tion of SOP 98-2:
In March 1998, the Accounting Standards Executive Commit­
tee issued SOP 98-2, Accounting fo r  Costs o f  Activities o f  Not- 
fo r -P ro fit Organizations an d  State and  Local G overnmental 
Entities That Include Fund Raising, which is effective for finan­
cial statements for years beginning on or after December 15, 
1998. The adoption of the SOP may change amounts reported 
as program expense, management and general expense, and 
fundraising expense, but will not change total expenses or 
changes in net assets. In discussing the import of the classifica­
tions covered by the SOP, paragraph C-6 notes that external fi­
nancial statement users of not-for-profit organization’s 
financial statements focus on and have perceptions about 
amounts reported as program, management and general, and 
fund raising. The Audit Issues Task Force of the Auditing Stan­
dards Board is advising auditors that the adoption of the SOP, 
whether or not retroactively applied, is an accounting change 
for which the consistency standard is applicable. If the change 
has a material effect on the comparability of the entity’s finan­
cial statements, the auditor should refer to the change in an ex­
planatory paragraph of his or her report in accordance with 
SAS No. 58, Reports on Audited Financial Statements (AICPA, 
Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 508.16).
Start-Up Activities
As a reminder, SOP 98-5, R eporting on th e Costs o f  Start-Up A ctiv­
ities, became effective for financial statements for fiscal years be­
ginning after December 15, 1998. SOP 98-5 provides guidance 
on the financial reporting of start-up costs and organization costs,
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requiring these costs be expensed as incurred. SOP 98-5 applies 
to all nongovernmental entities, including not-for-profit organi­
zations. Initial application of this SOP generally should be re­
ported as the cumulative effect of a change in accounting 
principle, as described in APB Opinion No. 20, A ccou n tin g  
Changes. When adopting this SOP, entities are not required to re­
port the pro forma effects of retroactive application.
Illustration 3 provided in the appendix to SOP 98-5 refers to not- 
for-profit organizations and provides the following example.
A not-for-profit organization that has provided meals to the 
homeless is opening a shelter to house the homeless. The orga­
nization will rent the facility. This will be the organization’s 
first shelter and it will conduct a fund-raising campaign to 
raise money to start up the shelter. The organization will lease 
space for the shelter and will incur capital expenditures for 
leasehold improvements and furniture. The organization ex­
pects that it will require three months to set up the space for 
the shelter. The organization will hire a security firm to secure 
the premises during the three-month period in which the shel­
ter is built. Following are some of the costs that might be in­
curred in conjunction with start-up activities that are subject 
to the provisions of [SOP 98-5]:
• Employee salary-related costs related to needs and feasi­
bility studies
• Staff recruiting and training
• Rent, security, insurance, and utilities
• Consultant fees for developing policies and procedures 
for operating the shelter
• Amortization and depreciation, if any, of leasehold im­
provements and furniture
• Costs of social workers
The following costs incurred in conjunction with start-up ac­
tivities are outside the scope of [SOP 98-5] (as noted in para­
graphs .07 and .08):
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• Costs of fund-raising
• Costs of leasehold improvements and furniture
• Architect fees for the leasehold improvements
• Advertising costs to publicize the shelter
Auditors should review SOP 98-5 and its illustrations to assess 
whether management has properly accounted for start-up activi­
ties pursuant to the provisions of the SOP, and that the applicable 
guidance in other authoritative literature has been followed for 
those costs that are outside of the scope of the SOP.
Executive Summary— Accounting Issues and Developments
• The FASB issued FASB Statement No. 136, Transfers o f  Assets to a 
Not-for-Profit Organization or Charitable Trust That Raises or Holds 
Contributions fo r  Others.
• The AICPA has published a new, nonauthoritative Practice Aid, Fi­
nancia l Statement Presentation and  Disclosure Practices f o r  Not-for- 
Profit Organizations, that provides illustrative financial statements 
and related disclosures for nongovernmental not-for-profit organiza­
tions other than health care providers.
• A new nonauthoritative technical practice aid for not-for-profit orga­
nizations, Costs o f  Soliciting Contributed Services and Time That Do Not 
M eet The Recognition Criteria in FASB Statement No. 116, has been 
published and posted to the AICPA Web site at http://www. aicpa.org.
• The FASB issued FASB Statement No. 137, Accounting fo r  Derivative 
Instruments and Hedging Activities—Deferral o f  the Effective Date o f  FASB 
Statement No. 133, that defers the effective date of FASB Statement No. 
133 to all fiscal quarters of fiscal years beginning after June 15, 2000.
• SOP 98-2, Accounting fo r  Costs o f  Activities o f  Not-for-Profit Organi­
zations and  State and Local Governmental Entities That Include Fund 
Raising, became effective for financial statements for years beginning 
on or after December 15, 1998. SOP 98-5, Reporting on the Costs o f  
Start-Up Activities, became effective for financial statements for fiscal 
years beginning after December 15, 1998.
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Listing of Recent Auditing, Attestation, and 
Accounting Pronouncements8
New Auditing Standards
• SAS No. 88, S erv ice O rganizations a n d  R eportin g on Con­
sistency. See the discussion titled “SAS No. 88, S erv ice  Or­
ga n iz a tion s  a n d  R ep o rtin g  on C on sisten cy ’’ in the “Audit 
and Attestation Issues and Developments” section of this 
Audit Risk Alert.
• SAS No. 89, Audit Adjustments. See the discussion titled “SAS 
No. 89, Audit A djustments’ in the “Audit and Attestation Is­
sues and Developments” section of this Audit Risk Alert.
• SAS No. 90, Audit Comm ittee Communications, amends SAS 
No. 61, C om m un ica tion  With A udit C om m ittees (AICPA, 
Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 380), and SAS No. 71, 
Interim  F inancial Information  (AICPA, Professional Standards, 
vol. 1, AU sec. 722) to establish requirements for auditors of 
SEC engagements. A summary of this SAS can be found on 
the AICPA Web site at http://www.aicpa.org.
• SAS No. 91, Federal GAAP H ierarchy, amends SAS No. 69, 
The M ean in g o f  Present Fairly in Conformity W ith Gener­
ally Accepted Accounting Principles in  th e Ind ep end en t Au­
d ito rs  R eport (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 
411), to establish a hierarchy of accounting principles for 
federal governmental entities. A summary of this SAS can 
be found on the AICPA Web site at http://www.aicpa.org.
For a discussion of the outstanding exposure drafts for proposed 
SASs, see the discussion titled “ASB Exposure Drafts” in the “On 
the Horizon” section of this Audit Risk Alert.
Help Desk—AICPA reSOURCE provides electronic access to
AICPA Professional Standards, Technical Practice Aids, and
Audit and Accounting Guides. AICPA reSOURCE CD-ROM
8. Any specific exemptions related to not-for-profit organizations have been noted here. 
Readers should refer to the complete text o f pronouncements to determine whether 
they are applicable in a particular situation.
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provides access to this AICPA audit and accounting literature on 
CD-ROM. AICPA reSOURCE Online provides online access to 
AICPA audit and accounting literature. AICPA reSOURCE 
CD-ROM and AICPA reSOURCE Online are available by sub­
scription. Subscription to AICPA reSOURCE Online is available 
through the AICPA Web site at http://www.aicpa.org. AICPA 
reSOURCE CD-ROM may be obtained by calling the AICPA 
Order Department (Member Satisfaction) at (888) 777-7077.
New Attestation Standards and Attestation Interpretations
As of the writing of this Audit Risk Alert, no new attestation 
standards or attestation interpretations have been issued since the 
last Audit Risk Alert.
New Auditing Interpretations
Auditing Interpretations are issued by the AITF of the ASB to 
provide timely guidance on the application of ASB pronounce­
ments. Interpretations are reviewed by the ASB but are not as au­
thoritative as ASB pronouncements. Nevertheless, a departure 
from an Interpretation may have to be justified if the quality of a 
member’s work is questioned. Interpretations become effective 
upon their publication in the Jou rn a l o f  A ccountancy.
The three new Interpretations listed below are available on the 
AICPA Web site at http://www.aicpa.org/members/div/auditstd/ 
announce/index.htm
• AU Section 324, Reports on th e P rocessing o f  Transactions by 
S erv ice  O rgan ization s , addition to Interpretation 3, “Re­
sponsibilities of Service Organizations and Service Audi­
tors W ith Respect to Information About the Year 2000 
Issue in a Service Organizations Description of Controls” 
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1. AU sec. 9324)
• AU Section 308, Reports on A udited F inan cia l S tatem ents, 
Interpretation 13, “Reference to Country of Origin in the 
Auditor’s Standard Report” (AICPA, P ro fe ss ion a l S tan ­
dards, vol. 1. AU sec. 9508)
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• AU Section 334, R ela ted  Parties, Interpretation 7, “Man­
agement’s and Auditor's Responsibilities for Related Party 
Disclosures Prefaced by Terminology Such As ‘Manage­
ment Believes That’” (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 
1. AU sec. 9334)
New Audit Issues Task Force Advisories
From time to time, the AITF issues AITF Advisories to provide 
nonauthoritative guidance on current developments or recently 
issued authoritative literature. As of the writing of this Audit Risk 
Alert, no new AITF Advisories have been issued since the last 
Audit Risk Alert.
New FASB Pronouncements
• FASB Statement No. 136, Transfers o f  Assets to a N ot-for- 
p r o fit  O rganization o r  C haritable Trust That Raises o r  Holds 
C ontribu tions f o r  Others. See the discussion titled “Trans­
fers of Assets” in the “Accounting Issues and Develop­
ments” section of this Audit Risk Alert.
• FASB Statement No. 137, A ccoun ting f o r  D eriva tive Instru­
m ents a n d  H edgin g A ctivities—D eferra l o f  th e E ffective D ate 
o f  FASB S ta tem en t No. 133— an amendment of FASB 
Statement No. 133. See the discussion titled “Derivatives 
and Hedging Activities” in the “Accounting Issues and De­
velopments” section of this Audit Risk Alert.
• FASB Interpretation No. 43, Real Estate Sales. A summary 
is included in the AICPA general A udit Risk A lert— 
1999/2000.
• FASB Interpretation No. 44, A ccoun tin g f o r  C ertain Trans­
a ction s In vo lv in g  Stock C om pensation, an interpretation of 
APB Opinion No. 25. A summary will be included in the 
AICPA general A udit Risk A lert—2000/2001 available in 
November 2000.
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• The status of issues considered recently by the Emerging Issues 
Task Force (EITF) of the FASB can be found in the AICPA 
general Audit Risk Alert—1999/2000 (EITF issues discussed 
through the September 1999 meetings) and the general Audit 
Risk Alert—2000/2001, available in November 2000.
Also, in February 2000, the FASB issued FASB Concepts State­
ment No. 7, Using Cash F low  In form ation  a n d  P resent Value in Ac­
c o u n t in g  M ea su rem en ts. Unlike a Statement of Financial 
Accounting Standards, FASB Concepts Statements do not estab­
lish GAAP. The purpose of the series of FASB Concepts State­
ments is to set forth fundamentals on which financial accounting 
and reporting standards will be based, and more specifically, to 
establish the objectives and concepts that the FASB will use in de­
veloping standards of financial accounting and reporting.
New AICPA Accounting and Auditing Statements of Position
• SOP 99-1, G uidance to P ractitioners in C ondu ctin g a n d  Re­
p o r t in g  on an A greed- Upon P rocedures E ngagem ent to Assist 
M anagem en t in  E valuating th e E ffectiveness o f  Its C orporate 
C om pliance Program . For a summary, see the AICPA gen­
eral A udit Risk Alert— 1999/2000.
• SOP 99-2, A ccoun tin g f o r  a n d  R eportin g o f  P ostretirem en t 
M ed ica l B en efit (401(h)) Features o f  D efin ed  B en efit Pension  
Plans. For a summary see the AICPA general A udit Risk 
Alert— 1999/2000.
• SOP 99-3, A ccoun ting f o r  a n d  R eportin g o f  C ertain D efin ed  
C on tr ib u tion  P lan  In v es tm en ts  a n d  O th er D isclo su re  
M atters. For a summary, see the AICPA general A udit Risk 
Alert— 1999/2000.
• SOP 00-1, A uditing H ealth Care Third-Party R evenues a n d  
R ela ted  R eceivab les . A summary w ill be included in the 
AICPA general A udit Risk A lert 2000/2001, available later 
in 2000.
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PITF Practice Alerts
The Professional Issues Task Force (PITF), established by the 
SEC Practice Section (SECPS) Executive committee, formulates 
guidance based on issues arising in litigation, peer reviews, and 
firm inspections to facilitate the resolution of emerging audit 
practice issues. This guidance takes the form of Practice Alerts. 
These Practice Alerts—which are based on existing audit litera­
ture, the professional experience of the members of the PITF, and 
information provided by SECPS member firms—provide audi­
tors with information that may help them improve the efficiency 
and effectiveness of their audits. The information contained the 
Practice Alerts is nonauthoritative. It represents the views of the 
members of the PITF and does not represent official positions of 
the AICPA. For additional discussions and a listing of recently 
and previously issued Practice Alerts, visit the AICPA Web site at 
http://www.aicpa.org.
On the Horizon9
FASB Exposure Drafts
What are some of the exposure drafts that have been issued by the 
FASB for comment?
Proposed Statement o f Financial Accounting Standards on 
Consolidated Financial Statements
In February 1999, the FASB issued an exposure draft of a pro­
posed FASB Statement, C onsolida ted  F inan cia l S tatem ents: P ur­
p o s e  a n d  Policy, a revision to an exposure draft issued in October 
1995. This proposed Statement would establish standards for
9. This section briefly summarizes some o f the exposure drafts that have been released 
by the FASB and the ASB for comment that may affect not-for-profit organizations 
and which were outstanding at the time this Audit Risk Alert went to press. Auditors 
should be alert for the issuance o f a final statement or interpretation or other devel­
opments related to these FASB and ASB projects. Further information related to the 
FASB projects can be obtained from the FASB Web site at http://www.fasb.org. Fur­
ther information related to the ASB projects can be obtained from the AICPA Web 
site at http://www.aicpa.org.
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determining when entities should be included in consolidated fi­
nancial statements. It would apply to business enterprises and 
not-for-profit organizations that control other entities regardless 
of the legal form of the controlling and controlled entities. The 
proposed statement would—
• Require that a controlling entity (parent) consolidate all 
entities that it controls (subsidiaries) unless control is tem­
porary at the time the entity becomes a subsidiary.
• Preclude consolidation of a new subsidiary if  a parent’s 
control is temporary at the date that control is obtained.
The proposed Statement would supersede the provisions of para­
graphs 1 through 3 and 5 of Accounting Research Bulletin (ARB) 
No. 51, C on so lid a ted  F in a n cia l S ta tem en ts, as amended, and 
would amend ARB No. 51 to extend its provisions to not-for- 
profit organizations. The proposed statement would also super­
sede or amend other accounting pronouncements.
The FASB continues to redeliberate issues and concerns raised by 
respondents to this exposure draft and has decided not to retain 
the effective date that was proposed in the exposure draft, which 
was for years beginning after December 1999. See the discussion 
titled “Reporting of Related Entities” in the “Accounting Issues 
and Developments” section of this Audit Risk Alert.
Proposed Statement of Financial Accounting Standards on 
Accounting for Transfers of Financial Assets
In June 1999, the FASB issued an exposure draft of a proposed 
FASB Statement, A ccoun tin g f o r  Transfers o f  F inan cia l Assets, (an 
a m en d m en t o f  FASB S ta tem en t No. 125). This proposed State­
ment is a response to requests to reconsider certain provisions of 
FASB Statement No. 125, A ccoun tin g f o r  Transfers a n d  S erv icin g  
o f  F in a n cia l Assets a n d  E x tingu ishm ents o f  L iabilities. The pro­
posed Statement would—
• Clarify the criteria and expand the guidance for determin­
ing when the transferor has extinguished control and the 
transfer is therefore accounted for as a sale.
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• Adopt new accounting requirements for pledged collateral.
• Require new disclosures about securitizations and pledged 
collateral.
The proposed Statement would apply to all transfers of financial 
assets occurring after December 31, 2000, applied prospectively. 
The securitization disclosure provisions would be effective for fis­
cal years ending after December 15, 2000. The collateral disclo­
sure provisions would be effective for fiscal years ending after 
December 15, 2001.
Proposed Statement of Financial Accounting Standards on 
Business Combinations and Intangible Assets
In September 1999, the FASB issued an exposure draft of a pro­
posed FASB Statement, B usiness C om b ina tion s a n d  In ta n g ib le  
Assets. This proposed Statement is divided into two parts. Part I 
addresses the method of accounting for business combinations 
and amends APB Opinion No. 16, Business C om binations. Part 
II addresses the accounting for in tangib le assets (including 
goodwill) whether acquired singly, in a group, or as part of a 
business combination and supersedes APB Opinion No. 17, In ­
tan g ib le  Assets. Part II of this proposed Statement would apply 
to both not-for-profit and for-profit organizations, and to in­
tangible assets (including goodwill) acquired in transactions in i­
tiated after the issuance date o f the final statement. The 
proposed Statement would amend or supersede other existing 
accounting pronouncements.
The FASB has decided to address issues specific to combinations 
of not-for-profit organization as a separate project, conducted 
concurrently with the main business combinations project. In ad­
dition, the FASB clarified the scope of Part I of the proposed 
Statement, so that all organizations that fall outside the definition 
of “not-for-profit organization” in FASB Statement No. 116 are 
within the scope of this Exposure Draft, as is the acquisition of a 
not-for-profit organization by a business enterprise.
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Proposed Statement of Financial Accounting Standards on 
Accounting for Obligations Associated With the Retirement 
of Long-Lived Assets
In February 2000, the FASB issued an exposure draft of a proposed 
FASB Statement, A ccounting f o r  Obligations Associated w ith  the Re­
tirem en t o f  Long-L ived Assets, a revision to an exposure draft issued 
in February 1996. This proposed Statement would apply to all en­
tities that incur obligations associated with the retirement of tangi­
ble long-lived assets. The proposed statement would require—
• An asset retirement obligation be recognized as a liability, 
initially measured at fair value, when incurred.
• An offsetting amount, referred to as an asset retirement 
cost, be recognized as an increase in the carrying amount 
of the associated long-lived asset.
• Recognition of interest expense on the liability and depre­
ciation expense on the capitalized asset retirement cost 
after initial recognition and measurement.
The proposed Statement would be effective for fiscal years begin­
ning after June 15, 2001.
Proposed Statement of Financial Accounting Standards 
Amending FASB Statement No. 133
In March 2000, the FASB issued an exposure draft of a pro­
posed FASB Statement, A ccou n tin g  f o r  C erta in  D er iv a t iv e  In ­
s tru m en ts  a n d  C erta in  H ed g in g  A ctiv ities . This proposed 
Statement would amend FASB Statement No. 133 and address 
a lim ited number of issues causing implementation difficulties 
for a large number of entities getting ready to implement FASB 
Statement No. 133.
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ASB Exposure Drafts
What are some of the exposure drafts that have been issued for 
comment by the Auditing Standards Board?
Proposed Statement on Auditing Standards—Auditing 
Financial Instruments
The ASB issued an exposure draft of a proposed SAS, A uditing  
F inan cia l Instrum ents. The proposed SAS would supersede SAS 
No. 81, A uditing Investm en ts (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 
1, AU sec. 332), and provide updated guidance on planning and 
performing auditing procedures for financial statement assertions 
about financial instruments.
The AICPA is developing an audit guide to be issued with the 
new SAS and to provide guidance for implementing the SAS on 
all types of engagements. This guide will also summarize selected 
accounting guidance on derivatives.
Proposed Statement on Auditing Standards— Omnibus 
Statement on Auditing Standards—2000
The ASB issued an exposure draft of a proposed SAS titled Omnibus 
Statem ent on A uditing Standards—2000. The proposed SAS—
• Withdraws SAS No. 75, E ngagem ents to Apply A greed-Upon 
Procedures to S p ecified  Elements, A ccounts, o r Item s o f  a Fi­
n a n c ia l S ta tem en t (AICPA, P ro fessiona l Standards, vol. 1, 
AU sec. 622) and its Interpretation in order to consolidate 
the guidance applicable to agreed-upon procedures en­
gagements in professional standards. The guidance cur­
rently in SAS No. 75 will be incorporated in SSAE No. 4, 
A greed-U pon P rocedures E ngagem ents (AICPA, Professional 
Standards, vol. 1, AT sec. 600).
• Amends AU section 543 to clarify the position of an audi­
tor of an investee accounted for under the equity method.
• Amends SAS No. 58, Reports on A udited F inancial Statements 
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 508.08) to 
include a reference in the auditor's report to the country of
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origin of the accounting principles used to prepare the fi­
nancial statements and of the auditing standards the auditor 
followed in performing the audit. It also withdraws Auditing 
Interpretation No. 13, R eference to Country o f  O rigin in the 
Auditor's S tandard R eport of SAS No. 58 (AICPA, Profes­
siona l Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 9 5 0 8 .5 3 -.55).
• Amends SAS No. 84, Communications Between Predecessor a n d  
Successor Auditors (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU 
sec. 315.02) to clarify the definition of predecessor auditor.
Proposed Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements
The ASB has issued an exposure draft of a proposed SSAE, Attes­
tation Standards: R evision a n d  R ecod ifica tion  that would supersede 
SSAE Nos. 1 through 9 and reorganize and renumber the AT sec­
tions in the AICPA Professional Standards where the body of the 
attestation standards are codified and organized. The proposed 
revisions include extensive changes to the existing AT section 
100, Attestation Standards (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, 
AT sec. 100).
Nonauthoritative AICPA Audit and Accounting Products 
and Services
What other AICPA publications and products can be of value to auditors 
of not-for-profit organizations?
Industry Conference
The AICPA will hold its Eighth Annual Not-for-Profit Organiza­
tions Industry Conference on June 5 to June 6, 2000 (with post­
conference workshops on June 7), in W ashington, DC. The 
conference is designed for both practitioners and not-for-profit 
organization financial executives, and will provide technical in­
formation for those decision makers. For further information, 
call the AICPA CPE Conference Hotline at (888) 777-7077 or 
visit the AICPA Web site at http://www.aicpa.org.
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Accounting and Auditing Technical Hotline
The AICPA Technical Hotline answers members’ inquiries about 
accounting, auditing, attestation, compilation, and review ser­
vices. Call (888) 777-7077.
Ethics Hotline
The AICPA Professional Ethics Team answers inquiries concerning 
independence and other behavioral issues related to the application 
of the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct. Call (888) 777-7077.
Continuing Professional Education Courses
The AICPA offers many continuing professional education 
(CPE) courses related to not-for-profit organizations, many of 
them available for both group study and self-study. Among the 
available titles are the following:
• Accounting and Reporting Practices of Nonprofit Organi­
zations— Choices and Applications
• AICPA Form 990 Nonprofits Workshop
• Compensation Issues in Not-for-Profit Organizations
• Compliance Auditing
• Fraud in Governmental and Not-for-Profit Audits: The 
Auditor’s Responsibilities Under SAS No. 82
• Getting Started With Not-for-Profit Organization Tax Issues
• HUD Audits: A Comprehensive Guide (available in text 
and video)
• Joint and Indirect Cost Allocations for Governmental and 
Nonprofit Organizations: How to Prepare and Audit Them
• Managing Not-for-Profits in the New Accounting and Au­
diting Environment
• Nonprofit Accounting and A uditin g  Update (1999-2000 
Edition) (available in text and video)
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• Single Audit Requirements for Nonprofit and Govern­
mental Organizations
• Solving Complex Single Audit Issues for Government and 
Nonprofit Organizations (available in text and video)
• Subrecipient Monitoring
• Tackling Tough Tax Topics in Nonprofit Organizations
• Using the AICPA Not-for-Profit Organizations Audit and 
Accounting Guide
• Workpaper Preparation Techniques for Government and 
Nonprofit Organizations (available in text and video)
• Yellow Book: Government Auditing Standards (available 
in text and video)
For more information about AICPA CPE courses, call the 
AICPA (Member Satisfaction) at (888) 777-7077 or visit the 
AICPA Web site at http://www.aicpa.org.
Not-for-Profit Organizations Checklists
The AICPA Accounting and Auditing Publications Team has pub­
lished a revised edition of Checklists a n d  Illustrative F inancia l State­
m ents f o r  N ot-for-P rofit O rganizations (Product No. 008762kk), a 
nonauthoritative Practice Aid designed to help those preparing re­
ports and financial statements of not-for-profit organizations.
Practice Aid, Financial Statement Presentation and Disclosure 
Practices for Not-for-Profit Organizations
This comprehensive, nonauthoritative Practice Aid (Product No. 
006605kk) will illustrate a wide variety of not-for-profit organiza­
tions financial statement formats and disclosures to assist auditors 
of not-for-profit organizations. See the discussion titled “New 
AICPA Practice Aid, F inancia l S tatem ent P resentation a n d  D isclo­
sure Practices f o r  N ot-for-P rofit O rganizations,” in the “Accounting 
Issues and Developments” section of this Audit Risk Alert.
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Auditing Recipients of Federal Awards: Practical Guidance for 
Applying OMB Circular A-133, Audits of States, Local 
Governments, and Non-Profit Organizations
This two-volume set (Product No. 008730kk) contains compre­
hensive analyses of the OMB’s revisions to its Circulars for per­
forming Single Audits, numerous checklists, and illustrative 
examples, and an illustrative case study of the single audit process.
Technical Practice Aids
AICPA Technical P ra ctice Aids includes questions received by the 
AICPA Technical Hotline on various subjects and the responses 
to those questions. Sections 6140 and 6960 of Technical P ra ctice 
Aids include questions and answers specifically pertaining to not- 
for-profit organizations. Technical P ra ctice Aids is available both 
as a subscription service (Product No. G01013kk) and in paper­
back form (Product No. 005059kk). See the discussion titled 
“New AICPA Technical Practice Aids” in the “Accounting Issues 
and Developments” section of this Audit Risk Alert.
Help Desk—AICPA publications can be obtained by calling 
the AICPA Order Department (Member Satisfaction) at (888) 
777-7077, faxing a request to (800) 362-5066 or visiting the 
AICPA Web site at http://www.aicpa.org.
References for Additional Guidance
Federal Agencies— Administrative Regulations
Most federal agencies issue general administrative regulations 
that apply to their programs. Those regulations provide general 
rules on how to apply for grants and contracts, how grants are 
made, the general conditions that apply to and the administrative 
responsibilities of grantees and contractors, and the compliance 
procedures used by the various agencies. Those regulations are in­
cluded in the Code o f  F edera l R egulations.
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General Accounting Office
GAO publications include those listed in this section. Unless oth­
erwise noted, requests for copies of these publications should be 
sent to the U.S. General Accounting Office, P.O. Box 37050, 
Washington, DC 20013. The telephone number is (202) 512- 
6000. Orders may also be placed by using the fax number (202) 
512-6061. The GAO issues hundreds of reports and testimony to 
the Congress each year on a variety of subjects, including account­
ing, budgeting, and financial management. Now the full text of 
GAO products can be retrieved via the Internet. The GAO’s Web 
site is http://www.gao.gov. For information on how to access 
GAO reports or other documents on the Internet, send an email 
message with information in the body to info@www.gao.gov.
Government Auditing Standards, 1994 Revision as Amended
These standards, also referred to as the Yellow Book, relate to au­
dits— both financial and performance—of governmental organi­
zations, programs, activities, and functions, and of governmental 
funds received by contractors, nonprofit organizations, and other 
nongovernmental organizations. The standards incorporate the 
AICPA Statements on Auditing Standards for field work and re­
porting, and prescribe additional standards to meet the more var­
ied interests of governmental audit report users. The 1994 
revision and its amendments are for sale by the Superintendent of 
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office (GPO), Washing­
ton, DC 20401; telephone (202) 512-1800; fax (202) 512-2250; 
Stock No. 020-000-00-265-4. The current codification of the 
standards that includes Amendment Nos. 1 and 2 also is available 
on the Yellow Book section of the GAO Web site at http://www. 
gao.gov/govaud/ybk0 1.htm.
Government Auditing Standards: Amendment No. 1, 
Documentation Requirements When Assessing Control Risk 
at Maximum for Controls Significantly Dependent Upon 
Computerized Information Systems (GAO/A-GAGAS-1)
In May 1999, GAO issued its first amendment to the 1994 version 
of G overnm ent A uditing Standards. The new amendment establishes
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a new field work standard requiring documentation in the planning 
of financial statement audits in certain circumstances. An electronic 
version of the standard can be accessed through the Yellow Book 
section of the GAO Web site. See the discussion tided “Revisions to 
G overnment A uditing Standards” in the “Regulatory and Legislative 
Developments” section of this Audit Risk Alert.
Government Auditing Standards: Amendment No. 2, Auditor 
Communication (GAO/A-GAGAS-2)
Issued in July 1999, this second amendment to G overnm en t Au­
d it in g  Standards requires specific communication concerning the 
auditor’s work on compliance with laws and regulations and in­
ternal control over financial reporting. The new amendment also 
requires the auditor to emphasize in the auditor's report on the fi­
nancial statements the importance of the reports on compliance 
with laws and regulations and internal control over financial re­
porting when these reports are issued separately from the report 
on the financial statements. See the discussion titled “Revisions 
to G overnm en t A uditing S tandards” in the “Regulatory and Leg­
islative Developments” section of this Audit Risk Alert.
Interpretation of Continuing Education and Training 
Requirements— Government Auditing Standards
This establishes specific CPE requirements for auditors working 
on audits made in accordance with those standards. This Inter­
pretation guides audit organizations and individual auditors on 
implementing the CPE requirements by answering the most fre­
quently asked questions from the audit community. This Inter­
pretation is effective for CPE reporting periods beginning on or 
after January 1, 1991. This Interpretation is available on the Yel­
low Book section of the GAO Web site at http://www.gao.gov.
Office of Management and Budget
Circulars
The OMB issues grants management circulars to establish uni­
form policies and rules to be observed by federal agencies for the
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adm inistration of federal grants. Federal agencies then adopt 
these circulars in their regulations. The process for issuing grants 
management circulars includes due process with a notice of any 
proposed changes in the Federa l R egister, a comment period, and 
careful consideration of all responses before issuance of final cir­
culars. Circulars and other documents relevant to audits of not- 
for-profit organizations are as follows:
• OMB Circular A-21 (Revised), Cost P rin cip les f o r  Educa­
tion a l Institu tions
• OMB C ircu lar A -110 (Revised), U niform  A dm in istra ­
t iv e  R equ irem en ts f o r  Grants a n d  A greem en ts w ith  In stitu ­
t io n s  o f  H igh e r  E du ca tion , H osp ita ls, a n d  O th er  N on- 
P ro fit  O rgan iza tion s
• OMB Circular A -122 (Revised), Cost P rin cip les f o r  N on- 
P rofit O rganizations
• OMB C ircular A -133 (Revised), A udits o f  States, L oca l 
G overnments, a n d  N on-P rofit O rganizations
For copies of circulars and bulletins, write or call the Office of 
Administration, Publications Office, Room 2200, New Executive 
Office Building, Washington, DC 20503; telephone (202) 395- 
7332, or check the OMB home page at http://www.whitehouse. 
gov/OMB/grants.
OMB Circular A -133, C om p lia n ce  S u pp lem en t
The OMB Compliance Supplem ent sets forth the major federal com­
pliance requirements that should be considered in a single audit of 
states, local governments, and non-profit organizations that receive 
federal assistance. It is Appendix B to OMB Circular A-133, “Audits 
o f  States, L ocal Governments, a n d  N on-P rofit O rganizations.” The 
2000 Compliance Supplem ent (and the preceding 1999 Compliance 
Supp lem en t) can be found on the OMB’s Web site at the grants 
management address http://www.whitehouse.gov/ OMB/grants. 
The 2000 C om p lian ce S upp lem en t also is available for sale from 
the Government Printing Office at telephone (202) 512-1800. 
The stock number is 041-001-00544-7.
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Other Guidance
The Catalog o f  Federal D omestic Assistance (CFDA) is a government- 
wide compendium of federal programs, projects, services, and ac­
tivities that provide assistance or benefits to the American public. 
The General Services Administration (GSA) is responsible for the 
dissemination of federal domestic assistance information through 
the catalog and maintains the information database from which 
program information is obtained. A searchable version of the 
CFDA is located at http://www.cfda.gov.
Program information provided by the catalog includes authorizing 
legislation and audit requirements. The GSA makes copies available 
to certain specified national, state, and local government offices. 
Catalog staff may be contacted at (202) 708-5126. The catalog may 
be purchased from the GPO by calling (202) 512-1800.
Program information also is available on machine-readable mag­
netic tape, high-density floppy diskettes, and CD-ROM. These 
may be purchased by contacting the Federal Domestic Assis­
tance Catalog Staff (M VS), General Services Administration, 
300 7th Street, S.W., Suite 101, Washington, DC 20407; tele­
phone (202) 708-5126.
Auditors should also be aware of the economic, regulatory, and 
professional developments that may affect the audits they per­
form, as described in the AICPA general A udit Risk A lert— 
1999/2000 (Product No. 022250kk), and AICPA C om pila tion  
a n d  R eview  A lert— 1999/2000  (Product No. 022240kk). These 
Alerts may be obtained by calling the AICPA Order Department 
(Member Satisfaction) at (888) 777-7077 or faxing a request to 
(800) 362-5066. Obtaining product information and placing on­
line orders can be done at the AICPA’s Web site, http://www. 
aicpa.org. (The 2000/2001 version of these publications will be 
issued later in 2000).
Copies of FASB publications referred to in this document may be 
obtained directly from the FASB by calling the FASB Order De­
partment at (800) 748-0659.
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This Audit Risk Alert replaces N ot-for-Profit Organizations Industry 
D evelopm en ts— 1999. The N ot-for-P ro fit O rgan izations Industry 
D evelopm ents Audit Risk Alert is published annually. As you en­
counter audit or industry issues that you believe warrant discus­
sion in next year’s Alert, please feel free to share them with us. 
Any other comments that you have about the Alert would be ap­
preciated. You may email these comments to mkasica@aicpa.org 
or write to:
Maryann Kasica 
AICPA
Harborside Financial Center
201 Plaza Three
Jersey City, NJ 07311-3881
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APPENDIX
The Internet— An Auditor’s Research Tool
Can auditors use the Internet to perform more efficient audits?
If used properly, the Internet can be a valuable tool for auditors. 
Through the Internet, auditors can access a wide variety of global 
business information. For example, information is available relat­
ing to industry statistics, resources for not-for-profit organiza­
tions and their finance professionals, professional news, state 
CPA society information, Internal Revenue Service information, 
software downloads, university research materials, currency ex­
change rates, stock prices, annual reports, and legislative and reg­
ulatory initiatives. Not only are such materials accessible from the 
computer, but they are available at any time, often free of charge.
A number of resources provide direct information, whereas others 
may simply point to information inside and outside of the Inter­
net. Auditors can use the Internet to—
• Obtain audit and accounting research information.
• Obtain texts, such as audit programs.
• Discuss audit issues with peers.
• Communicate with audit clients.
• Obtain information from a client's Web site.
• Obtain information on professional associations.
There are caveats to keep in mind when using the Internet. Relia­
bility varies considerably. Some information on the Internet has 
not been reviewed or checked for accuracy; caution is advised 
when accessing data from unknown or questionable sources. Al­
though a vast amount of information is available on the Internet, 
much of it may be of little or no value to auditors. Accordingly, 
auditors should learn to use search engines effectively to minimize
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the amount of time browsing through useless information. The 
Internet is best used in tandem with other research tools, because 
it is unlikely that all desired research can be conducted solely from 
Internet sources.
N a m e  o f  S i t e C o n t e n t I n t e r n e t  A d d r e s s
A m erican  Institute  
o f  CPAs
In form ation  fo r CPAs on  
accounting, auditing, ind ustry  
activities, the activities o f  the 
A IC P A , and oth er m atters
http://www.aicpa.org
A ccou n tan t’s Resources fo r accountants http://ww w.com putercpa.
H om e Page and financial and business 
professionals
com/
A ctio n  W ith o u t  
Borders
Includes a d irecto ry  o f  no t- 
fo r-p ro fit organizations and  
vo lu nteering  resources, a 
new sletter on  n o t-fo r-p ro fit  
organization issues, and job  
postings
http://www .idealist.org
A m erican  Society  
o f  A ssociation  
Executives
Provides resources to  assist 
association executives and  
ind ividuals fro m  fo r-p ro fit  
com panies that provide  
products and services to the  
association com m u nity
http://www.asaenet.org
T he C h ron ic le  o f A rtic les fro m  the C h r o n ic le http://ww w.philanthropy.
P h ilan th ropy o f  P h ila n th r o p y  new spaper 
and links to other sites
com
C o u n cil on  
Foundations
Includes research, publications, 
and oth er in fo rm ation  o f  
interest to foundations and  
corporate donors
http://www.cof.org
C P A net Links to  o th er W eb  sites o f  
interest to  CPAs
http://www.cpalinks.com/
C yberso lve O n lin e  financial calculators, 
such as ratio and breakeven  
analysis
http://www.cybersolve.com/
to o ls l.h tm l
T he E lectronic W o rld  W id e  W eb magazine that http://www.
A ccou n tan t features up -to -th e  m inu te news 
fo r  accountants
electronicaccountant.com
Financial 
A ccou nting  
Standards Board
In form ation  on  the activities 
o f  this standard-setting bo dy
http://ww w .fasb.org
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N a m e  o f  S i t e C o n t e n t I n t e r n e t  A d d r e s s
F ed W o rld .G o v U .S. D epartm ent o f  Com m erce  
sponsored site p rovid ing  access 
to  governm ent publications
http://ww w.fedworld.gov
Financial System s 
Forum
Topics invo lving  the im prove­
m ent o f  financial systems by  
provid in g  in fo rm ation  on  
m ethodologies, service organi­
zations, and vendors w ith  a 
focus on  applications concern­
ing accounts payable, accounts 
receivable, asset m anagem ent, 
general ledger, and in ven to ry
http://ww w.fsforum .com
T h e Foundation  
C en ter
In form ation  fo r  n o t-fo r-p ro fit  
organizations, donors, and  
researchers
http://www.fdncenter.org
G ivin g  U S A A m erican  A ssociation o f  Fund- 
Raising C ounsel sponsored site 
provid ing  in fo rm ation  trends in  
giving and sources o f  support
http://www.aafrc.org
G eneral
A ccou nting
O ffice
Policy and guidance m aterials, 
reports on  federal agency m ajor 
rules
http://www.gao.gov
G uidestar In form ation  on  n o t-fo r-p ro fit  
organizations and new  
resources fo r n o t-fo r-p ro fit  
organizations and donors
http://www.guidestar.org
G uide to W W W Basic instructions on  h o w  to h ttp ://w w w.tetranet.net/
fo r Research and  
A u d itin g
use the W eb  as an auditing  
research too l
users/gaostl/guide.htm
H oovers O n lin e O n lin e  in fo rm ation  on  various  
com panies and industries
http://www.hoovers.com
Independent
Sector
A  fo ru m  to  encourage giving, 
volunteering , n o t-fo r-p ro fit  
in itia tive  and citizen action
h ttp ://ww w .indepsec.org
In form ation  fo r A  Treasury D epartm ent site h ttp : //w w w .irs.ustreas.
Tax-Exem pt 
O rganizations  
(an IRS site)
pro vid in g  in fo rm ation  and  
answers to  freq uently  asked 
questions regarding tax-exem pt 
organizations
gov/prod/bus_info/eo
Internet B ulletin C P A  too l fo r  In ternet sites, http://www.kentis.com/
fo r CPAs discussion groups, and o th er 
resources fo r CPAs
ib .htm l
(c o n t in u e d )
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N a m e  o f  S i t e C o n t e n t I n t e r n e t  A d d r e s s
In ternet
N on p ro fit
C en ter
Includes the n o n p ro fit locator, 
freq uently  asked questions, and  
oth er in fo rm ation
http://www.nonprofits.org
M anagem ent 
Assistance 
Program  fo r  
N onprofits
Includes the N on profit 
M anager's L ibrary and o th er 
resources
h ttp ://w w w .m apnp.org
N ational 
A ssociation o f  
College and  
U niversity  
Business O fficers
Provides in fo rm ation  geared 
to  colleges and universities, in ­
cluding accounting tutorials on  
specific situations encountered  
in  higher education accounting
http://www.nacubo.org
T h e N ational 
C en ter fo r N on ­
p ro fit Boards
Resources to  help strengthen  
n o t-fo r-p ro fit organization  
boards o f  directors
http://www.ncnb.org
T he N ational 
C en ter fo r C h ari­
table Statistics
Provides statistics on  revenue  
and expenses o f  n o t-fo r-p ro fit  
organizations
http://urban.org
N ational C harities
In form ation
Bureau
Prom otes giving and helps con­
tribu tors obtain  accurate in fo r­
m ation  about charitable  
organizations
http://www.give.org
T h e N on p ro fit 
G enie
Advice, links to other sites, pub­
lications, and oth er in form ation  
on  n o t-fo r-p ro fit organization  
m anagem ent
http://www.genie.org
T he N on p ro fit 
Resource C en ter
In form ation  and links to  o th er  
sites covering financial m anage­
m ent, governance, legal, and  
oth er m atters
http://www.not-for-profit.org
T he N on p ro fit 
R isk M anagem ent 
C en ter
Provides in fo rm ation  to  help  
n o t-fo r-p ro fit organizations  
con tro l their risks
http://www.nonprofitrisk.org
T he N on p ro fit 
Tim es O n line
A rticles fro m  the N o n p r o f it  
T im e s  new spaper and links to  
o th er sites
h ttp ://w w w .nptim es.com
C om passPoint 
N o n p ro fit Services
W orkshops, consu lting, pu b li­
cations, and oth er in form ation  
and resources o f  interest to  
m anagers o f  n o t-fo r-p ro fit  
organizations
http://www.supportcenter.
org
Tax A nalysts  
O nlin e
Provides in fo rm ation  on  
curren t tax developm ents
http://www.tax.org
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N a m e  o f  S i t e C o n t e n t I n t e r n e t  A d d r e s s
U .S . D epartm ent 
o f  Education
In form ation  on  program s, 
resources, and oth er m atters
http://www.ed.gov
U .S. Tax C o d e A  com plete text o f  the U .S . h ttp : //ww w .fourm ilab.ch/
O n line Tax C o d e ustax/ustax.htm l
U .S . O ffice o f  
M anagem ent 
and Budget
O M B  inform ation and literature http://ww w.whitehouse. 
gov/OM B/
V isio n  Project In form ation  on  the professions  
V isio n  Project
http://www.cpavision.org/  
horizon
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